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BYRON HEALING

Welcome to the eagerly anticipated second edition of Byron Healing.
The book is free to take, so please do. We top up supplies at the local cafes
and accommodation houses regularly. If you’d like copies for family and
friends just drop us an email and we’ll send them one! Or you can view
Byron Healing online at www.byronhealing.com.au.
Byron Healing came about to honour the fact that the Northern Rivers of
New South Wales has been known for its interest in alternative lifestyles
and different methods of finding inner harmony and health for decades.
It celebrates the people who are here providing healing and healthy
alternatives.
Byron Healing looks at individual practitioners as well as healing and health
centres, and explains the different modalities they use. It also covers things
like education and training opportunities, food and natural products that
are all lovingly provided here on the beautiful far north coast of NSW.
Please keep Byron Healing as a reference book, and when you book with a
practitioner let them know this is where you saw them. This will enable us
to keep producing the book for you each year.
We hope you enjoy Byron Healing and that is it a helpful guide on your
healing journey.
‘In the deserts of the heart
Let the healing fountain start’
– W H Auden (1907–1973)
BYRON HEALING 2018
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How to use this book
Each page in this book is a listing for a different practitioner or business offering healing
services in the Byron and the surrounding regions. The listings all have a consistent format
to make it easy for you to compare them and find the healer that best meets your needs.

Icons
As a quick visual reference up to four icons are used next to each practitioner’s listing to
indicate types of healing offered.

Physical/Structural healing
Cognitive healing
Energetic healing
Spiritual healing

The icons in the contact details are to indicate social media accounts. Social media icons
are followed by the handle for the account. Search the corresponding social media
websites for that handle to find the practitioner or business.
Facebook
Pinterest

Instagram

Twitter

Linkedin

YouTube

Google

Skype

Look it up in the glossary and index
With such a wide range of healing modalities on offer in this book we have created
a glossary (pages 4–8) to help you develop your understanding of them and what is
available.
There is an index of all listings and content in this book located on pages 92–95.
Some practitioners offer therapies that are not mentioned on their page, however if they
have let us know that they offer that therapy their page number is referenced in the index
under that therapy.
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Glossary of terms
Please note: Numerous
dictionaries and websites have
been consulted in compiling this
glossary. We have listed most of
the major healing terms used
but not trademarked techniques
which some practitioners utilise.

Acupuncture
A system of complementary
medicine in which fine needles
are inserted through the skin at
specific points along what are
considered to be lines of energy
(meridians), used in the treatment
of various physical and mental
conditions.

Akashic records
In theosophy and anthroposophy,
the Akashic records are a
compendium of thoughts,
events, and emotions believed by
theosophists to be encoded in a
non-physical plane of existence
known as the etheric plane.

Aromatherapy
Aromatherapy is the practice of
using the natural oils extracted
from flowers, bark, stems, leaves,
roots or other parts of a plant
to enhance psychological and
physical wellbeing. The inhaled
aroma from these oils is believed
to stimulate brain function.

Art therapy
A form of psychotherapy
involving the encouragement
of free self-expression through
painting, drawing, or modelling,
used as a remedial or diagnostic
activity.

Astrology
The study that assumes and
attempts to interpret the
influence of the heavenly bodies
on human affairs.
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Ayurvedic medicine

Buddhism

Ayurveda is a system of medicine
with historical roots in the Indian
subcontinent. Modernised
practices derived from
Ayurvedic traditions are a type
of complementary or alternative
medicine. Ayurvedic therapies
and practices have been
integrated in general wellness
applications and as well in some
cases in medical use.

A philosophy and practice
originated in India by Gautama
Buddha (c 563BC– 483BC,
depending on interpretations),
holding that life is full of suffering
caused by desire and that the
way to end this suffering is
through enlightenment that
enables one to halt the endless
sequence of births and deaths to
which one is otherwise subjected.
Usually involves meditation and
the practice of an ethical lifestyle.

Biodynamics
The holistic study of the vital
force or energy of living matter
and physiological processes.

Biomesotherapy
According to the US Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
Biomesotherapy is ‘a new therapy
that combines homotoxicology,
mesotherapy, and acupuncture.
Saline solution and homeopathic
formulations are injected
subcutaneously at specific
acupuncture or trigger points,
and homeopathic formulations
are administered orally during
treatment sessions.’

Biomimetic
Using the structure and function
of biological systems as models
for the design and engineering of
materials and machines.

Bowen therapy
The Bowen Technique (or Bowen
therapy) is a type of physical
manipulation named after
Australian Thomas Ambrose
Bowen (1916 –1982). Bowen
therapy has been used to treat
musculoskeletal or related
neurological problems including
sports injuries and chronic
conditions.
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Chiropractic
A therapeutic system based
primarily upon the interactions
of the spine and nervous system,
the method of treatment usually
being to adjust the segments of
the spinal column.

Colonic
Irrigation of the colon for
cleansing purposes.

Clinical psychology
An integration of science, theory
and clinical knowledge for the
purpose of understanding,
preventing, and relieving
psychologically based distress
or dysfunction and to promote
subjective wellbeing and
personal development.

Counselling
Professional activities that utilise
an interpersonal relationship
to enable people to develop
self-understanding and to
make changes in their lives,
focusing on specific problems
and fostering clients’ wellbeing.
At advanced levels of training,
counselling has a greater overlap
with psychotherapy than at
foundation levels.

Glossary of terms
Craniosacral therapy

Flower essences

Halotherapy

A system of alternative medicine
intended to relieve pain and
tension by gentle manipulations
of the skull regarded as
harmonising with a natural
rhythm in the central nervous
system.

Flower Essences (FE) are
remedies made from the dew or
essences of flowers. There are FEs
produced in almost every country
from native flowers. One of the
prominent practitioners was Dr
Edward Bach (1886–1936).

Halotherapy, derived from the
Greek halos, meaning ‘salt’, is a form
of therapy that makes use of salt.
Numerous forms of halotherapy
have been known of and used for
millennia, especially at spas.

Crystal light therapy

GAPS

Seven extremely clear and highly
polished Vogel cut quartz crystals
suspended approximately 12
inches above the client lying
on a massage table. Each
crystal is aligned above one of
the seven energy centres or
chakras. Coloured lights, chosen
to match the frequency of the
chakra colours, radiate light and
energy through the crystals to
each respective chakra. These
lights shine on and off in certain
rhythms to cleanse, balance, and
align your energies.

The term GAPS, standing for
Gut and Psychology Syndrome,
was created by Dr Natasha
Campbell-McBride in 2004
after working with children and
adults with neurological and
psychiatric conditions, such as
autism spectrum disorders, ADD/
ADHD, and psychiatric problems.
GAPS practitioners work on
diets suitable for treating the
syndrome.

The study or use of the medicinal
properties of plants. The herbalist
prepares and uses herbs for
medicinal purposes or to
supplement a person’s diet.

Environmental medicine
The branch of medicine
dealing with the effects of the
environment on human health,
especially the physical, mental,
and emotional responses to
environmental factors.

Esoteric
The dictionary definition is
‘intended for or likely to be
understood by only a small
number of people with a
specialised knowledge or
interest’. Usually used in relation
to philosophy and spirituality.

Facial Harmony
A specialised massage technique
applied to the energy meridians
of the face and head, and facial
muscles, resulting in a natural
facelift.

Gestalt therapy
Gestalt therapy is a
psychotherapeutic approach
developed by Fritz Perls
(1893–1970). It focuses on insight
into gestalts (‘shape’ or ‘form’) in
patients and their relations to the
world, and often uses role-playing
to aid the resolution of past
conflicts.

Gyrokinesis
The Gyrokinesis method is
described as a movement
method that gently works the
entire body, opening energy
pathways, stimulating the
nervous system, increasing
range of motion, and creating
functional strength through
rhythmic, flowing movement
sequences. It is part of the
Gyrotonic Expansion System
Method founded by Juliu Horvath
in 1942.
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Herbalism

Holistic
Emphasising the importance
of the whole and the
interdependence of its parts.

Homeopathy
Homeopathy is a system of
alternative medicine created in
1796 by Samuel Hahnemann,
based on his doctrine of like cures
like (similia similibus curentur),
a claim that a substance that
causes the symptoms of a disease
in healthy people would cure
similar symptoms in sick people.

Hypnotherapy
A form of psychotherapy
that facilitates suggestion,
re-education, or analysis by
hypnosis, which is generally
defined as a trancelike state that
resembles sleep but is induced by
a person whose suggestions are
readily accepted by the subject.

Integrative medicine
Integrative Medicine has been
defined as healing-oriented
medicine that takes account of
the whole person, including all
aspects of lifestyle. It emphasises
the therapeutic relationship
between practitioner and patient.
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Kahuna bodywork

Life coaching

Naturopathy

Kahuna Bodywork/Massage
originated in the South Pacific
and as a transformational
massage and healing system.
Long flowing strokes are applied
to the body to enhance the
flow and release of energy flow
through the body.

Life coaching addresses specific
personal projects, business
successes, general conditions and
transitions in the client’s personal
life, relationships or profession. A
life coach assists in discovering
challenges and finding a path of
action to deal with them.

Kinesiology

Massage

According to the Australian
Kinesiology Association,
kinesiology is a complementary
therapy that encompasses holistic
health disciplines. Through the
art of gentle muscle monitoring,
kinesiologists communicate with
the body’s innate intelligence
to identify and clear underlying
stresses to facilitate and promote
health and wellbeing.

The art of treating the body by
rubbing, kneading, patting, or
the like, to stimulate circulation,
increase suppleness, relieve
tension, etc. There are many
different types of massage on offer.

According to the Australian
Natural Therapists Association,
naturopathy is ‘an holistic
approach to wellness based
on the principle that the body
has the inherent ability to heal
itself. Using the healing power
of nature and gentle therapeutic
techniques, the body, mind and
emotions are supported during
the healing process.’

Laser therapy
Uses low-level laser to facilitate
tissue recovery by enhancing the
body’s immune system response
to improve tissue repair (muscle,
tendon, bone, nerves), and
modulate inflammation and pain
wherever the beam is applied.

Laser treatment
The use of lasers in cosmetic
or medical care. For example, a
laser beam can be used to make
bloodless cuts in tissue or remove
a surface lesion such as a skin
tumour.

Life alignment
Life Alignment has been
described as ‘a system of
vibrational healing that facilitates
the release of energetic and
emotional blockages and can
also provide protection from
geopathic stress and other
environmental pollution’.
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Meditation
A method of religious
contemplation or spiritual
introspection, cultivating a sense
of awareness of self without
daily distractions. There are many
different types of meditation,
from concentrating on one’s own
breath to walking mindfully.

Medium (psychic)
A medium uses psychic or
intuitive abilities to see the past,
present and future events of a
person by tuning into the spirit
energy surrounding that person.

Metaphysical healing
Metaphysical healing is based on
the belief that negative mental
patterns can result in physical
disease or illness, and that the
reversing of those negative mental
patterns into positive patterns
can in turn lead to healing.

Mindfulness
A technique in which one focuses
one’s full attention only on the
present, experiencing thoughts,
feelings, and sensations but not
judging them.
BYRON HEALING 2018

NLP
Neuro-linguistic Programming
(NLP) is an approach to
communication, personal
development, and psychotherapy
created by Richard Bandler and
John Grinder in California in the
1970s. Proponents say there is a
connection between neurological
processes (neuro-), language
(linguistic) and behavioural
patterns learned through
experience (programming), and
that these can be changed to
achieve specific goals in life.

NVC/Compassionate
Communication
Nonviolent Communication
(abbreviated NVC, also called
Compassionate Communication
or Collaborative Communication)
is a communication process
developed by Marshall Rosenberg
in the 1960s. It focuses on three
aspects of communication: selfempathy (defined as a deep and
compassionate awareness of one’s
own inner experience), empathy
(defined as an understanding of
the heart in which we see the
beauty in the other person), and
honest self-expression (defined as
expressing oneself authentically
in a way that is likely to inspire
compassion in others).

Glossary of terms
Nutritional medicine
Nutritional Medicine is
based on the principle that
nutrients, including essential
micronutrients, are required for
the proper functioning of all
the biochemical processes on
which our bodies depend. When
treating symptoms or diseases,
practitioners look for underlying
causes which, although often
partly genetic, are tied up with
nutritional and environmental
factors.

Organic food and produce
Any natural food popularly
believed to promote or sustain
good health, as by containing
vital nutrients, being grown
without the use of pesticides,
or having a low sodium or fat
content. Organic food is the
product of a farming system that
avoids the use of man-made
fertilisers, pesticides, growth
regulators and livestock-feed
additives.

Osteopathy
Osteopathy emphasises massage
and other physical manipulation
of muscle tissue and bones to
treat dysfunction. Osteopaths
focus on how the skeleton, joints,
muscles, nerves and circulation
work together to improve health
and wellbeing.

Pellowah
An angelic word for ‘radical shift
in consciousness’. As a healing it
connects all 12 strands of DNA
ready for activation.

Physiotherapy
The treatment of disease, injury,
or deformity by physical methods

such as massage, heat treatment,
and exercise rather than by drugs
or surgery.

Pilates
Pilates is a physical-fitness system
developed in the early 20th
century by Joseph Pilates. Often
using various apparatus, Pilates
classes build strength, flexibility
and lean muscle tone with an
emphasis on lengthening the
body and aligning the spine.

Pranic healing
The word pranic stems from the
Sanskrit word prana meaning
‘vital life force’. It involves a
healing practice that utilises
prana or ki energy.

Prana Vinyasa Yoga
Prana Vinyasa Yoga is an
energetic, creative, full-spectrum
approach to embodying the flow
of yoga cultivated by Shiva Rea
and the Global Vinyasa Collective
of Teachers.

Probiotics
Probiotics are live bacteria and
yeasts that are good for health,
especially for the digestive system.

Psychotherapy
Psychotherapy uses psychological
theories and interpersonal
relationships to enable individuals
to obtain assistance in exploring
and resolving issues of an
interpersonal, intrapsychic, or
personal nature.

Rapid Transformational
Therapy
This therapy incorporates the
principles of hypnotherapy,
psychotherapy, Neuro-Linguistic
Programming (NLP) and cognitive
behaviour.
BYRON HEALING 2018

Reflexology
A system of massage used to
relieve tension and treat illness,
based on the theory that there
are reflex points on the feet,
hands, and head linked to every
part of the body.

Reiki
A healing technique based on the
principle that the therapist can
channel energy into the patient
by means of touch, to activate
the natural healing processes
of the patient’s body and
restore physical and emotional
wellbeing.

Rekindled Ancient Wisdom
(RAW) energy healing
An energy-clearing treatment
based on Kinesiology. Rekindled
Ancient Wisdom draws on your
own unique comprehensive
consciousness of yourself.

Rolf Method of
Structural Integration
Structural Integration is a type
of bodywork that focuses on
the connective tissue, or fascia,
of the body. Fascia surrounds
muscles, groups of muscles,
blood vessels, organs, and nerves,
binding some structures together
while permitting others to slide
smoothly over each other. It is
based upon the work of Ida P
Rolf (1896–1979). See more at
www.rolfguild.org.

Shamanism
According to shamanism.
com, shamanism is an ancient
healing tradition and way of life.
Shamanic teachings focus on our
connection to nature and all of
creation.
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Shiatsu

Tantra

Shiatsu is a manipulative
therapy developed in Japan and
incorporating techniques of
Japanese traditional massage,
acupressure, stretching, and
western massage. All types of
acupressure generally focus on
the same pressure points and
energy pathways adhered to in
acupuncture, but may differ in
terms of massage technique.

Tantra is the overarching
name, meaning ‘to weave’, for a
number of esoteric disciplines
in Hinduism and Buddhism.
Tantra utilises practices such as
visualisation and meditation.
Much of its modern practice
in the West is do with linking
sexuality to spirituality in an
ecstatic and healing fashion.

Somatic

Works with clients in the theta
state to remove a person’s
subconscious self-limited beliefs.
(The theta wave is the dominant
brain wave during very deep
meditation, when drifting off to
sleep or while under hypnosis.)

Relating to the body, especially as
distinct from the mind. From the
Greek soma for ‘body’.

Somatic experiencing /
somatic psychology
Somatic psychology is a form
of alternative medicine that
focuses on somatic experience,
and the embodied self,
including therapeutic and
holistic approaches to body.
Body psychotherapy is a general
branch of this subject, while
somatherapy, eco-somatics and
dance therapy, for example, are
specific branches of the subject.

Transpersonal psychology
/ counselling
The branch of psychology that
attempts to integrate the science
of psychology with the insights
of various spiritual disciplines,
including the role of altered
states, mystical experiences,
contemplative practices and
ritual for self-transcendence.

Sound healing

Trauma resolution

Sound has been utilised in
various cultures for thousands
of years as a tool for healing. The
intention is to alter a brainwave
state positively by using rhythm
and frequency generated by
drumming, tuning forks, singing
bowls, and so on.

Trauma Resolution is intended
chiefly to help overcome Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
Trauma resolution therapy assists
individuals to bring traumarelated memories to light in a
safe environment with the help
of therapists. Many different types
of therapeutic techniques may be
involved.

Spa
A spa is a location where water in
various forms is used as therapy.
It may be a mineral spring or a
resort that incorporates massage,
saunas and beauty treatments.
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Theta healing

Tui na
The term tui na (pronounced
‘twee naw’) literally means ‘pinch
and pull’. It refers to a wide range
BYRON HEALING 2018

of Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) therapeutic massage and
body work.

Thai Yoga Massage
This treatment is a blend of
yoga, massage and meditation,
performed on a mat on the floor.

Vedic meditation
Is an effortless, self-sufficient
technique of meditation that
allows the mind to access deep
levels of stillness and the nervous
system to process deeply locked
stress and fatigue.

Voice therapy
An approach to treating voice
disorders that involves vocal and
physical exercises coupled with
behavioural changes.

Wellness
The quality or state of being
healthy in body and mind,
especially as the result of
deliberate effort.

Yoga
Originally a school of Hindu
philosophy advocating and
prescribing a course of physical
and mental disciplines for
attaining liberation from the
material world and union of the
self with the supreme being
or ultimate principle. It can
incorporate a series of postures
and breathing exercises practised
to achieve control of the body
and mind, tranquillity, etc. It
includes disciplines such as Hatha
yoga, Yin yoga and Kundalini
yoga, all dealing with different
aspects of the body, mind and
spirit.

Healing
Practitioners
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Practitioners contents
Michelle Amor, Homeopath

11

Lucy Arnott, Transpersonal Counsellor
& Art Therapist12
Bangalow Holistic Dentist, Dr Nigel Cluer 13
Emma Bellamy, Crystal Bed Healing

14

Carolyn Boniface, Biodynamic Craniosacral
Therapist15
Spiri Buhagiar, Rapid Mind Therapies

16

Byron Colonics, Naturopathic Colonic
Hydrotherapy17
Kate Cliff Meditation

18

Coastal Cosmetic Doctors, Ocean Shores 19
Ilyia Davis, Kinesiologist, Neuro-Trainer

20

Tracey Ann Foster, Naturopath,
Beautician, Healer21
Sam Gill, Chiropractor

22

Good Skin Clinic

23

Olivia Gynell, Seer

24

Katherine Hay, Clinical Nutritionist

25

Leanne Hutchinson, Pain Management
Laser Therapy26
Graeme James, Counsellor,
Psychotherapist, Supervisor27
Heidi Lampard, Holistic Health Coach

28

Philip Mann, Kinesiologist, Neuro-Trainer 29
Ele McIntyre Acupuncture

30

Belle McPhee, Herbalist, Gut Health,
GAPS Practitioner31
Deirdre Middlehurst Clinical Psychologist 32
Mudita Institute & Health Clinic,
Mullumbimby33
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Mullum Herbals

34

Ocean Shores Health & Kinesiology

35

Adam Osborne, Doctor, Cosmetic
Physician, Acupuncturist36
Ozone Beauty & Medi Spa,
Brunswick Heads

37

Elushia Parker, Somatic Experiencing
Practitioner38
Bridgit Pearl, Holistic Counsellor
& Life Coach

39

Meredith Plowman, Facial Harmony,
RAW Energy Balances

40

Positive Chiropractic, Murwillumbah

41

Quit Cigarettes in 60 Minutes,
Reach Your Ideal Weight

42

Radiant Resonance: Voice Therapy,
Craniosacral43
Debbie Rayfield, Homeopath,
Naturopathic Nutrition44
Rejyouvenate Wellness, Byron Bay

45

Rhonda’s Readings

46

Miles Sanderson, Somatic Experiencing/
Bodywork47
David Smith, Dental Prosthetist

48

Traditional Medicinals

49

Carolyn Tyrer, Resonance Repatterning®
Practitioner50
Catherine Varley, Acupuncturist

51

Dr Jon Veranese, Whole Health & Wellbeing 52
The Yoniverse – Sex & Intimacy Workshops
& Retreats53

Zena Theta Healing
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Michelle Amor, Homeopath
Michelle is passionate about empowering
people to transition into a healthy, happy
body and life. She shares her knowledge on
how to create positive change in your life that
ultimately goes hand in hand with healing.

Tweed Heads

Michelle started her healing career as a Pellowah Practitioner/Trainer in 2007 and since
then has added homeopathy and reiki to her list of qualifications as well as learning about
lots of other modalities along the way. She believes that people need an individualised
healing plan that may use a variety of healing modalities. She will listen to you, hear your
story and help you to create a healing plan that will work for you. She is passionate about
empowering you with the knowledge and tools you need to become the best version of
yourself on every level.

Michelle Amor, Homeopath, Reiki Master/Teacher, Pellowah
Practitioner/Trainer, Angel Intuitive
25/2 Falcon Way, Tweed Heads South
0438 115 152
journeytoawareness16@gmail.com
www.journeytoawareness.net
journeytoawareness
journeyaware
michelleamor16
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Lucy Arnott, Transpersonal Counsellor & Art Therapist
‘Lucy’s ability to listen with her heart and
connect to parts of me that I didn’t know were
there is amazing. Lucy helped me create a
new empowering story for my suffering and
transformed years of past hurt and guilt into a
powerful tool for change.’ – John Francis

Byron Bay
Mullumbimby
Workshops Byron Shire

Lucy likes to integrate transpersonal counselling, art as medicine and expression,
meditative processes and psychodrama to support clients in a person-centred way. Her
passion is supporting individuals to live a life they feel empowered about, in choice and
joy, focusing on integrating and shifting anything unwanted mentally, psychically and
spiritually that might be blocking potential. Lucy respects the psychosomatic relationships
we have with our bodies and has developed an holistic approach to energy healing, with
the assistance of Australian bush flower essences to bring out balance.
She has worked extensively with the elderly, carers, corporate team building, women in
correctional rehabilitation centres, children with disabilities, children in hospitals, women’s
empowerment workshops and individuals in one-on-one settings.
Lucy Arnott, Transpersonal Counsellor & Art Therapist
1/108 Stuart Street, Mullumbimby
0416 129 616
lucyarnott.info@gmail.com
www.gotogood.net.au
Gotogoodarttherapy
gotogood.holisticliving
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Bangalow Holistic Dentist, Dr Nigel Cluer
• Over 25 years experience in holistic dentistry.
• Now offering biomimetic dentistry: Mimicking
nature in terms of structure, function and
aesthetics. Minimally invasive and tooth conserving.
• Elegant, spacious rooms in the heart of Bangalow.
Abundant parking available.

Bangalow

Dr Cluer has been serving his patients in the Byron Shire since 1999 and has recently
opened his new, state-of-the art dental clinic in Bangalow. Dr Cluer practises all forms of
general dentistry and feels a responsibility to remain at the forefront of holistic dentistry
with ongoing study and research into the oral systemic connection. This link between oral
health, the oral environment, and general health often goes unrecognised within both
conventional and integrative medicines. The main areas of concern are: 1. Asymptomatic
and undiagnosed infections in the mouth including gum disease, dead teeth and failed
root fillings; 2. Toxic heavy metals. Dr Cluer uses biocompatible, non-toxic materials which
are BPA-free. He provides cutting-edge nutritional detox protocols for mercury drainage
and supporting the treatment of gum disease and inflammation.
Dr Nigel Cluer B.D.Sc Hons
Bangalow Holistic Dentist
2/42 Byron Street, Bangalow
02 6687 2150
reception@bangalowholisticdentist.com.au
www.bangalowholisticdentist.com.au
BYRON HEALING 2018

A Natural Approach
Dr Nigel Cluer B.D.Sc (Hons), Principal
Family oriented general dentistry.
Dental phobics treated with
understanding.
State of the art amalgam removals,
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Emma Bellamy, Crystal Bed Healing
‘I’ve had three crystal healings with Emma and
each time I felt an impenetrable shield of positive
energy around me for weeks after – it was
impossible to have a negative thought! Truly an
amazing experience. I can’t recommend it enough.’
– Samantha Horton

Bangalow

The Crystal Light Bed contains seven clear quartz crystals. As you lay comfortably down,
fully clothed, on a bed, a crystal is aligned with each of your chakras. Your eyes are covered
with tissue and you are guided through a meditation while the machine is switched on.
Coloured light is pulsed through the crystals corresponding with the light of each of your
chakras. The pyro- and piezo-electric effects harmonise your body’s electromagnetic field,
restoring it gently to its optimum levels.
When we are restored to balance all facets of our lives benefit, as we are living in harmony
with our perfect, natural state… We are able to heal faster, sleep better and go about our
lives in a more energised, focused, clear and happy way
Crystal Bed Healing with Emma Bellamy
Bangalow
0405 535 205
info@emmabellamy.com
www.crystalbedhealing.com.au
crystalbedhealingbyronbay
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CRYSTAL BED HEALING
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Carolyn Boniface, Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapist
‘It was the deepest therapy session I have known.
I have been so tranquil, so present and so happy.
I trust in life again and see so many new possibilities…
I am not afraid of being alone any more…
it has been a miracle.’ – Melissa Collins

Byron Bay,
Murwillumbah,
Tweed, Gold Coast

Carolyn’s work is gentle yet profound. It will support you to a place of therapeutic rest and
expansive wellbeing, releasing core tension from the inside out. This approach is extremely
effective in bringing you to true alignment of psyche and soma, invoking balance, inner
harmony and returning fluidity to all forms of stagnation. It can offer complete and
enduring resolution of any trauma imprint and stress disorder in a remarkably short time.
It is highly successful in repairing boundary violation if you have been a victim of abuse
and violence. A treatment will bring you to a sustained state of inner calm and presence.
Here your organism’s deepest indwelling healing resources will be engaged, reconnecting
you to your wellspring of vitality and natural joy.
Carolyn is also a practitioner of The Rolf Method of Structural Integration.
Carolyn Boniface, Advanced Certified Practitioner
289 Nolans Road, Stokers Siding
0401 452 762 or 02 6677 9223
Email contact on website
www.rolfbiodynamics.ntpages.com.au
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Spiri Buhagiar, Rapid Mind Therapies
‘For the past 30 years I have suffered deep
depression and anxiety. Now, after a few
sessions with Spiri I feel for the first time that I
have been set free. Discovering the “root cause”
of my depression has set me free and given me a
voice and control of my life. Spiri has saved me!’
– Chrys, Brisbane

Byron Bay,
Sunshine Coast,
Cairns

Spiri is helping people heal their bodies and mind through Rapid Transformational Therapy.
Her areas of speciality are emotional symptoms including stress, anxiety, depression, grief,
post-traumatic stress. She also works on weight loss, fertility issues and smoking.
Rapid Transformational Therapy gets to the root cause of your issue whether that is
emotional or physical. Incorporating the best of neuro-plasticity, neuro-science, NLP and
hypnotherapy, RTT is rapid and gets results.
RTT uncovers the how, where, why and when you may have formed limited beliefs – beliefs
that are buried deep in your sub-conscious mind that you may not be aware of. Through
RTT, we set about re-wiring your mind to new beneficial beliefs that serve you best.
Spiri visits Byron two days a month – bookings and dates are available online.
Spiri Buhagiar

Rapid Transformational Therapist and Hypnotherapist

0418 775 849
spiri@rapidmindtherapies.com.au
www.rapidmindtherapies.com.au
RapidMindTherapies
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Byron Colonics, Naturopathic Colonic Hydrotherapy
‘Sarah’s detox program was very beneficial to us
through her use of combining modern technology
with traditional fasting techniques, meditation,
energy medicine, and sacred arts. Most importantly,
White Lotus Cleansing Retreats helped us not only
detox our bodies, but also our hearts and minds.
– Tara Melwani, personal assistant to
His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, Singapore

Byron Bay

The colon is a greatly neglected and forgotten organ of the body. Colon health emphasises
prevention rather than cure and is an important step in maintaining or regaining vital health.
‘Colonic hydrotherapy kick starts the detox process, particularly in the liver, and causes a major
cleansing reaction throughout the body. I don’t think anything helps this internal cleansing and
accelerates the detox process as effectively as colon hydrotherapy.’ – Dr Norman Walker D.Sc.Ph.D
Byron Colonics use state-of-the art, FDA registered and medically approved Libbe colonic
hydrotherapy machine, naturopathic therapists are internationally trained and certified,
ensuring the highest standard of hygiene and practice. They also specialise in their popular
residential transformational healing detox retreats focusing on 5, 7, 10 or 21 days of water
fasting or organic juice cleansing, in beautiful Byron Bay.
Sarah Foley B. Bus, B. Nat, I-ACT Detox Specialist, Naturopath
Byron Colonics at The Health Lodge, 78 Bangalow Road
BH Kerry 0418 401 701, AH Sarah 0427 857 148
sarah@whitelotuscleansing.com.au
www.whitelotuscleansing.com.au
White Lotus Cleansing
whitelotuscleansingretreats
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Kate Cliff Meditation
‘Within a few days I was doing something I never
thought I was capable of. Switching off. Kate’s
explanation of how it all works is a fascinating
mix of science, history and culture, backed up with
extraordinary evidence. I believe it to be the single
best thing we have ever done’. – Nicole Lark

Byron Bay

Kate teaches Vedic Meditation, an effortless, self-sufficient, take-anywhere technique of
meditation. This technique is designed to be practised for twenty minutes, twice a day,
while sitting comfortably, anywhere that you can close your eyes, making meditation
possible for busy people living busy lives. Settle the mind, allow the body to relax, release
stress, tension and fatigue on a daily basis and bring more of our clear, creative, intelligent,
energetic and physical well self to the dynamics of life.
Kate is a former corporate lawyer who benefited greatly from meditation and realised that
when instructed correctly anyone can practise and enjoy meditation. Learning had such a
profound affect on her personal and professional life that in 2012 she entered a year-long
study program and graduated as a Vedic Meditation teacher in Rishikesh, India.
Kate Cliff Meditation
0403 679 848
info@katecliffmeditation.com.au
www.katecliffmeditation.com.au
katecliffmeditation
katecliffmeditation
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Coastal Cosmetic Doctors, Ocean Shores
• Qualified medical doctors offering aesthetic medicine
including anti-ageing and cosmetic procedures.
• Medically trained in the management of chronic
dermatological conditions and skin care.
• An holistic, friendly and professional cosmetic
experience by compassionate and empathic
doctors.

Ocean Shores

Coastal Cosmetic Doctors is locally owned and operated by two experienced female
General Practitioners and Skin Cancer doctors, who are now offering services in their
passion area of aesthetic medicine. As doctors first and foremost, Dr Omera and Dr Zaki
have an ethical obligation to practise evidence-based and ethically oriented treatments.
They are open and transparent about the care they can provide, the costs that will be
involved and the timeframe for expected results.
Examples of the type of treatment offered include anti-wrinkle injections, dermal fillers,
natural platelet-rich plasma therapies and micro-needling using medical-grade approved
Dermapen3. All new patients are seen in a 45-minute consultation where an holistic plan is
constructed to achieve each individual's desired aesthetic goals.
Cosmetic Cosmetic Doctors
Ocean Shores Skin Clinic, 70–72 Rajah Rd, Ocean Shores
0499 756 088
coastalcosmeticdoctors@gmail.com
www.coastalcosmeticdoctors.com
coastalcosmeticdoctors
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Ilyia Davis, Kinesiologist, Neuro-Trainer
Looking for positive change? Ilyia can help you with:
physical and emotional pain, anxiety, depression,
fatigue, nutrition, relationships, wellbeing and more.
‘Ilyia is a natural healer. She holds a rare mix of grounded
presence, a steady mind and a curious, open heart.
I believe we all need an holistic health team to support
our wellbeing, and Ilyia is a must-have on my list.’ – SC

Suffolk Park

Neuro-Training Kinesiology combines the latest understanding of neuroscience and
traditional Chinese medicine.
During our life we develop ways of thinking about ourselves, responding to experiences and
reacting in ways that can sometimes make us sick, stressed or unhappy. Neuro-Training
enables us to move beyond the subconscious patterns that our bodies and minds have
developed and to create new habits that allow us to respond to life in new and more
appropriate ways.
Ilyia will develop a tailored treatment plan, helping you to rediscover your naturally healthy
state – mentally, emotionally and physically. Kinesiology is for anyone: adults, adolescents
and children, who are experiencing anything, large or small, that’s causing them to feel as if
they are not living to their full potential.
Ilyia Davis Kinesiologist, Neuro-Trainer, Kinergetics, PSYCH-K
0432 966 061
hello@idkinesiology.com.au
www.idkinesiology.com.au
idkinesiology
idkinesiology
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Tracey Ann Foster, Naturopath, Beautician, Healer
‘Tracey is one of the most gifted healers I’ve ever
encountered. I felt so calm and centred after
leaving. It really inspired me to let go of a whole
lot of stuff that was exhausting me. Incredible
masseuse too!’ – Sal Jade

Byron Bay

‘Tracey really knows her stuff! She is caring,
experienced, relaxing and fun.’ – Fiona P
Tracey has a Bachelor of Naturopathy and has developed a reputation as one of Byron’s best
massage therapists. In addition to that, Tracey is a qualified beautician and metaphysical
practitioner. She brings together a sophisticated blend of science, holism and humour to
create an uncanny ability to directly assist you. Specifically to guide you in any areas of your
life you know you could improve but may not be fully able to face or acknowledge alone.
At times it feels as though you want to punch her as well as to thank her simultaneously!
A testament to the combination of her accurate honesty and compassionate approach.
A truly wholehearted and dedicated guide in the field of natural holistic health.

Tracey Ann Foster
Naturopath, Beautician, Metaphysical Healer
Be. Salon & Spa, Shop 1/14 Middleton Street, Byron Bay
0413 432 584
hello@besalonspa.com.au
www.besalonspa.com.au
besalonandspabyron
besalonspabyronbay
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Sam Gill, Chiropractor
Sam believes that optimal health requires a
balance between the body and mind. His approach
to optimal health encompasses the physical,
biochemical and emotional aspects of health and
wellbeing, through the integration of chiropractic,
applied kinesiology, Neuro-Emotional Technique
and craniosacral care.

Byron Bay

Sam understands that in today’s society we are faced with many chronic stressors (i.e.
environmental toxins, processed foods, emotional trauma, sedentary jobs etc), which limit
our body’s ability to self-heal and self-regulate. Often this stress will accumulate under our
awareness (subconsciously) and can be difficult to recognise.
Sam has a keen interest in working with individuals and families to help identify
underlying stress, and to facilitate greater balance in the body and mind, using his
integrated approach.
Sam’s love of the ocean has brought him to Byron Bay which he has called home for the last
five years after gaining valuable experience as a chiropractor across Denmark and the UK.
Sam Gill, Chiropractor B.ChiroSci., M.Chiropractic
The Health Lodge, 78 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
02 6685 6445
info@thehealthlodge.com.au
www.thehealthlodge.com.au
TheHealthLodgeByronBay
thehealthlodge
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Good Skin Clinic
The Good Skin Clinic’s highly trained professionals are
shining the light on a whole new way of addressing
skin disease. This exceptionally effective and safe
approach means that the prognosis for psoriasis
and eczema sufferers, as well as for sufferers of most
other skin diseases, has now increased to excellent.
No referral necessary. Health rebates available.

Billinudgel,
Burleigh Heads

The Good Skin Clinic is gaining significant international notoriety for the outstanding
results they are achieving in the field of dermatology, working with the most serious of skin
diseases, psoriasis, eczema, ichthyosis and the list goes on. They will determine the most
likely causative factor, then will focus their efforts on the most efficient and effective areas
of therapy for your particular condition.
Their nature-based therapies and medications include the Dr Michaels product range,
with its exceptionally high level of scientific validation. As with any medication or therapy,
it requires the appropriate protocols to be followed for maximum benefit to be gained.
At the Good Skin Clinic we teach our patients the cause and best treatment for their skin
conditions, empowering them to live without the pain and embarrassment of their disease.
Barry Donnelly, Naturopath, Complementary Dermatology
BHSc Comp. Med. Adv. Dip. Nutrition, Adv. Dip. Western Herbal Med., Adv. Dip.
Naturopathy, Cert. 2. Kinesiology, Cert.2. Adv. Biomesotherapy/Biopuncture.

Good Skin Clinic: 233 Pocket Road, Billinudgel,
54 Tabilban Street, Burleigh Heads
1300 956 566, barry@feelinggr8.net.au
www.goodskinclinic.com.au
goodskinclinic
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Olivia Gynell, Seer
‘I recently had an energy healing session with Olivia.
It was far beyond my expectations. Since the session,
the changes I have experienced in my life and within
myself are incredible. I am stronger and happier
and feel driven to care for myself and explore this
wonderful energy alignment that Olivia opened up.
I cannot recommend highly enough.’ – F Smith

Byron Bay

Olivia Gynell is one of the most powerful seers and healers in Australia today. With over
15 years’ experience, Olivia works in partnership with ‘high-frequency beings of light’ to
help people recover from all kinds of ailments. These include physical trauma, recurring/
lingering injury and auto-immune disease, as well as emotional matters such as anxiety,
depression, PTSD and sleep disorders.
Through a cleansing of the energy field, DNA cellular healing and prescribed homework,
the person is elevated and restored to both wellness and wholeness. A reconnection is
established with love; with who they truly are, and with their highest purpose in this life.
Services include: seer, energy healing, spiritual counsel, psychic surgeries, medicinal foot
baths, private coaching, workshops.
Olivia Gynell
Suite 12/109 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
0404 012 333
hello@oliviagynell.com
www.oliviagynell.com
oliviagynell
oliviagynellxo
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Katherine Hay, Clinical Nutritionist
Katherine believes that there is no ‘one size fits all’
approach to health and everyone is extremely
different, therefore treatment plans are personalised
to the individual. There are many myths about what is
considered ‘healthy’. Katherine provides you with the
latest scientific research about nutritional medicine –
a simple, attainable, realistic, non-restrictive approach
that won’t leave you feeling confused or overwhelmed.

Bangalow, Byron Shire,
Northern Rivers,
Melbourne

Kaptured Nutrition was an idea born from Katherine’s mantra: ‘Encompassing holistic health
with adventure, nutritional medicine, wellbeing, using food as medicine, and mindfulness.’
Katherine is dedicated to helping clients improve their health through working with you
to achieve your unique health goals, using an integrated approach to healthcare, including
the use of evidence-based nutritional medicine.
Katherine uses comprehensive screening and functional pathology tests to scientifically
assess your specific requirements and to provide an optimal treatment plan designed to
deliver the desired health outcomes. Katherine is also a registered SmartDNA practitioner
and uses specific DNA tests to tailor personalised health.
Katherine Hay BA H.Sci Nutritional Medicine, member ANTA
Kaptured Nutrition
Mobile service or Katherine’s home clinic
This Is Life Wellness Emporium, Elwood, Melbourne
0418 338 818, kapturednutrition@gmail.com
www.kapturednutrition.com.au
kapturednutrition
kaptured_nutrition
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Leanne Hutchinson, Pain Management Laser Therapy
Drug free, non thermal, non invasive and no side effects.
‘I was so impressed with my treatment, which included
laser therapy.’ – John McCoy
’My treatment was under the expert management
of therapist Leanne, and now after four weeks I am
pain free and resuming normal activities.’
– Peter McHugh

Murwillumbah

Leanne is a specialist laser therapist and remedial therapist delivering pain relief and
accelerated tissue healing to many with acute and chronic conditions. Low-intensity, nonthermal laser therapy delivers deep penetrating light energy or phototherapy to cells to
produce cellular energy, which reduces pain and inflammation, and accelerates the healing
process. Unwanted inflammatory chemicals from damaged tissue are flushed away more
efficiently as the laser stimulates lymphatic drainage of the area, further reducing pain and
discomfort. Laser dramatically reduces formation of stiff fibrotic scar tissue at the injury site
and encourages production of healthy tissue that’s strong and flexible.
Suitable for: arthritis, tendonitis, foot pain, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, nerve pain,
lymphoedema and bursitis. Help is just a phone call away. By appointment only.
Healthfund rebates available – conditions apply.
Leanne Hutchinson
Pain Management Laser Therapy
1A/97 Murwillumbah Street, Murwillumbah
0438 134 909, 0477 218 398
help@lesspainwithlaser.com.au
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Graeme James, Counsellor, Psychotherapist, Supervisor
Graeme James uses an integrative approach to
counselling and therapy, drawing from significant
experience and research to tailor the therapeutic
relationship to your specific needs. Graeme helps
couples to rekindle intimacy and connection by
changing their negative interaction cycles; and
individuals to manage and grow from experiences
of loss, grief, trauma, anxiety and depression.

Byron Bay, Bangalow,
Sydney, online

Graeme James has taught counselling through university, managed Lifeline Sydney and
worked with Medibank Health for Beyondblue. He supervises a range of health professionals
including counsellors, psychotherapists, psychologists, nurses, educators and students.
His research investigates therapists’ sense and use of self during life-threatening illness.
People consult Graeme James about:
• Relationship and couple counselling.
• Loss and grief including bereavement, major life challenges and serious illness.
• Existential issues and life directions.
• Trauma, anxiety and depression, feeling lost, stuck or confused.
Call Graeme James for a confidential appointment without need for a Medicare record.
Graeme James M.Couns (Hons), M.Couns, PACFA Reg. Clinical
Suite 3/9 Fletcher St, Byron Bay,
Bangalow Professional Centre; Sydney CBD (by appointment)
0412 518 024, graeme@graemejames.com.au
www.byronbaycounsellingsupervision.com.au
www.sydneytherapist.com.au
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Heidi Lampard, Holistic Health Coach
As your holistic health coach Heidi will support
and hold space for you to connect with your
inner wisdom and identify your unique health
and wellness goals. Looking at all areas of your
life, Heidi will draw on her life experience and
integrative nutrition training to empower you to
make food and lifestyle choices that ignite your
inner sparkle and make you shine.

Lennox Head
or Skype

You will develop a deeper understanding of which food and lifestyle choices are
supporting your highest good and which are no longer serving you so you can make the
choices that will improve your energy, mindset, health and happiness and ultimately create
a life you absolutely adore!
With a heart-centered, loving presence and holistic approach, Heidi will inspire and
empower you to connect with your inner wisdom and support you to create and work
towards your unique health and wellness goals, transform into your healthiest and happiest
self and create a life you love!
Inner sparkle outer shine!
Heidi Lampard
0416 219 707
sparkle@heidilampard.com
www.heidilampard.com
heidilampardholistichealthcoaching
heidilampardholistichealth
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Philip Mann, Kinesiologist, Neuro-Trainer
• Philip’s mission is to motivate and empower
people to transform their lives to express their
unique individuality.
• Philip uses muscle monitoring as biofeedback to
identify the underlying causes of symptoms and
uses neurological training to help resolve them.

Brunswick Heads,
Sydney

Philip has more than 25 years’ experience in bodywork and kinesiology. He works with
people of all ages, from babies with allergies to teenagers and adults looking for direction,
solving specific issues or improving their health and wellbeing.
Philip uses various techniques to retrain your neurology to enable you to adapt to the
challenges currently being presented. This allows the individual to easily integrate to a state
of equilibrium.
Philip’s clients experience: A sense of fulfillment and purpose; Improved relationships and
communication; Ability to learn easily; Ability to release stress and manage it better; Career
direction and clarity; Better sleep; Faster recuperation after illness; Release of physical and
emotional symptoms.
Philip Mann
Pura Vida, 14a Park Street, Brunswick Heads
0412 604 127
philip@philip-mann.com.au
www.philip-mann.com.au
PhilipMannKinesiology
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Ele McIntyre Acupuncture
• Individually tailored therapies including
acupuncture, massage, cupping, Chinese patent
herbs and other complementary therapies.
• Therapies are designed to help the patient
realign and rebalance.

Byron Bay

• Most health fund rebates available for
acupuncture.
Ele is a registered acupuncturist, having completed a Bachelor of Health degree, focusing
on traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncture.
Ele is able to draw from a wide range of skills and life experiences (including a busy
corporate legal career that she left after many years to follow her true passion) in her
service to clients. She understands that everybody has individual experiences and
responses to what life brings, and that no one specific treatment suits everyone.
Ele uses a selection of therapies including acupuncture, massage (tuina, oil massage, hot
stone therapy), cupping, and Chinese patent herbs. Ele’s treatment focus is both broad
and specific, treating physical and emotional imbalances, performing cosmetic facial
acupuncture, and providing support to her clients.
Ele McIntyre BHSc, Registered Acupuncturist
Off Bangalow Road, Byron Bay (walking distance from town)
0412 656 563
ele@elemcintyreacupuncture.com
www.elemcintyreacupuncture.com
Ele McIntyre Acupuncture
elemcintyre
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Belle McPhee, Herbalist, Gut Health, GAPS Practitioner
‘Grateful and thankful are words I use when speaking
about Belle McPhee. Her expertise in gut disorders,
alchemy with herbs, and empathy for her patients are
reasons that I highly recommend her.’ – L Peck
‘Belle instilled me with a confidence and trust which has
ultimately rewarded me with life-changing results…
I can’t recommend Belle highly enough.’ – Zac

Byron Bay Arts
& Industry Estate

Belle McPhee is an experienced herbalist and certified GAPS practitioner who works with
all areas of gut health, inflammatory conditions, hormonal imbalance, auto-immunity,
depression, anxiety, and other psychological conditions.
Belle empowers her patients by joining the dots in their health history to promote
understanding, and educating them to take the necessary steps towards healing and
health. She works primarily with individualised herbal tonics and food to support the body
to heal itself. Belle offers ongoing support, and her empathy and passion for health will
boost you along the way.
Consultations are available both in Byron Bay and remotely via Skype.

Belle McPhee, Herbalist, Gut Health, GAPS Practitioner
Byron Health, 9/1A Banksia Drive, Byron Bay
0405 337 433
belle@byronhealth.com.au
www.byronhealth.com.au
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Deirdre Middlehurst Clinical Psychologist
Deirdre is an experienced clinical psychologist
who works with adults and adolescents within
a client-focused, integrated model, to resolve
the psychological distress of trauma, anxiety,
phobias, the psychological effects of bullying
(past or current) and depression.

Byron Bay

For over 20 years Deirdre has been using EMDR to support traumatised individuals
to resolve their distress. She connects with her clients in a deeply respectful
acknowledgement that each individual has within themselves the means to heal their
psychological distress, once the core issue is identified and a decision is made to resolve it.
Deirdre is skilled in helping the client to identify the underlying critical issue, and then
gently facilitates, for the individual, the means to allow their healing to occur.
She uses client-focused, client-specific approaches, somatic mindfulness, and EMDR, while
working within the parameters of the individual’s own core truth.
Deirdre Middlehurst Clinical Psychologist
B.A. Hons (Psych), M. Clin Psych.

The Health Lodge, Byron Integrated Medicine,
78 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
02 6685 6445
info@thehealthlodge.com.au
www.thehealthlodge.com.au
TheHealthLodgeByronBay
thehealthlodge
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Mudita Institute & Health Clinic, Mullumbimby
• Specialising in: Ayurvedic medicine,
mindfulness and counselling.
• Offering: Ayurvedic consultations and treatments,
self-compassion and mindfulness training,
counselling, psychotherapy, residential cleansing
programs, health retreats and intensive courses.

Mullumbimby

• Visit the website to access many free resources!
The Mudita Institute and Health Clinic offers a truly consistent and holistic approach to health
and happiness based on the science of Ayurvedic medicine and the arts of mindfulness
and self-compassion. They guide clients step-by-step through diet and lifestyle practices,
mindfulness practices and views of the mind that, for thousands of years, have provided a
foundation for enduring good health and happiness. Their practitioners genuinely work as
a team using the same framework of understanding so you won’t get mixed messages.
• Kester Marshall: Ayurvedic consultations, cleansing programs and courses.
• Justine Buckley: Transformational counselling, self-compassion and mindfulness training.
• Martin Pain: Ayurvedic treatments, diet and lifestyle consultations.
• Nadia Marshall: Ayurvedic cooking classes, online resources.
Mudita Institute & Health Clinic
55 Stuart Street, Mullumbimby
02 6684 6090
reception@muditainstitute.com
www.muditainstitute.com
muditainstitute
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Mullum Herbals
• Dedicated to ongoing scientific updates in the
world of herbal medicine.
• Constantly introducing new herbs to our range;
a lot of these herbs are not available elsewhere,
or are difficult to access.

Mullumbimby

• Offering naturopathic and ayurvedic consultations,
which are covered by health fund rebates.
Mullum Herbals provides one of the largest ranges of organic, quality herbal tinctures,
dried herbs, herbal creams and oils in Australia. We stock a large variety of medicinal
essential oils, reputable supplements, homeopathics, vibrational remedies, and also have a
comprehensive ayurvedic dispensary.
All of the staff at Mullum Herbals are fully qualified naturopaths with decades of collective
experience, from acute care over the counter to full consultations and treatments.
Mullum Herbals pride themselves on the excellent quality of the raw materials used in the
manufacture of their herbal tinctures and herbal creams. Many of the herbs used are grown
locally.

Mullum Herbals, 79 Stuart Street, Mullumbimby
02 6684 3002
mullumherbals@gmail.com
www.mullumherbals.com.au
mullumherbals
mullumherbals
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Ocean Shores Health & Kinesiology
‘I highly recommend Paritosho to everyone!
As an enthusiastic recipient of her sessions
I have experienced powerful results,
assisting me at various life stages.’
– A Melinz, Banora Point

Ocean Shores

Kinesiology with Paritosho can help to quieten the mind, calm the emotions and restore
peace and connection to your inner silence, which is in itself healing.
Kinesiology uses the Chinese meridian system, neurology and muscle testing to restore
balance around health issues of the body, emotions and mind/spirit.
Nutrition, food testing, clearing sabotage programmes, structural realignment, life and
relationship rebalancing are some of the scope of this multi-faceted modality.
Paritosho is also an experienced remedial massage therapist working to alleviate pain and
discomfort and restore calm, flexibility and equilibrium.

Paritosho Rowe B.A. Int Grad Dip of Kinesiopractic, Dip of R.M.
Ocean Shores Health & Kinesiology
02 6680 2475, 0416 187 654
oshealth8@bigpond.com
www.oshealthkinesiology.com.au
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Adam Osborne, Doctor, Cosmetic Physician, Acupuncturist
• Japanese acupuncture and Chinese herbal consults
– unique and individualised treatments.
• Cosmetic injections utilising the meridians of the
face – to keep you looking like you, just fresher
and more chilled.

Byron Bay

• Mobile service available after hours for groups
and events.
Since 1991, Dr Adam Osborne has offered sessions in Japanese acupuncture, Chinese
herbal medicine and cosmetic injections, overseas and in Byron Bay.
As a medically accredited acupuncturist, Dr Osborne combines eastern philosophy with
western understanding, to give an organic experience, refreshing and realigning body and
soul, to look great, feel better!
As a cosmetic injector, he has developed unique, innovative experiences using techniques
devised from ancient teachings, with the meridians of the face balanced and injected
according to individual needs. Dr Osborne is the injector – there is no middle-man, so
no super-inflated prices. You simply pay for what you get, which is discussed before your
procedure – ensuring you are the creative result.
Dr Adam Osborne MBBS (Sydney) Dip AC (Nanjing)
Jab Clinic, 69 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
(corner of Paterson Street)

02 6685 7366
jodi@adamosborne.com.au
www.adamosborne.com.au
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Ozone Beauty & Medi Spa, Brunswick Heads
‘Ozone Beauty & Medi Spa is such a wonderful
place for soul, body and mind. I have been a regular
customer for over two years and I am always treated
with such love and kindness. I am very holistic based,
so they help maintain my beauty needs. I would
highly recommend Ozone to any one after a holistic
beauty experience.’ – Sophie Giles

Brunswick Heads

Oxygen is the source of all life. In this 21st century age of technology it is vital to have pure
sources of activated oxygen (aka ozone) to relieve stress and restore vitality.
Kirsty is the founding director of Ozone Collective and makes her own range of organic
ozonated oils. She is a holistic beauty and massage therapist, with over 18 years’ experience
delivering oxygen and ozone as a healing modality.
To lift and tighten ageing skin, relieve aching muscles or to simply feel and look better,
call for a free consultation or visit in store to experience the beautiful range of Australian
made skincare, makeup, leisureware and jewellery.

Kirsty Barnett MA BA Dip Ed

Heritage Healers Holistic Beauty, Massage & Ozone Therapist

Shop 3/32 Mullumbimbi Street, Brunswick Heads
02 6685 1145 info@ozonebeautyspa.com.au
www.ozonebeautyspa.com.au
ozonebeautyandmedispa
ozonebeautyandmedispa
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Elushia Parker, Somatic Experiencing Practitioner
• Build personal resilience and gain tools
that assist with self-regulation
• Experience feeling deep rest and the
feeling of calm.
• Quiet your mind-chatter and build
mind-body awareness.

South Golden Beach,
Byron Bay,
Brisbane

Elushia creates a nurturing space to release patterns of holding or bracing that deeply
fatigue the body, mind and emotions, calling to be witnessed. As a seasoned practitioner,
she draws from twelve years of applied experience in body work with somatic experiencing
as her central modality.
Achieving results gently without re-living trauma, her approach re-establishes resilience
and a more holistic experience of life. Sessions are intuitive and include awareness either
through building body-supported awareness and/or gentle touch. A respectful dialogue
builds a feeling of being met at a level that bypasses the mind and instills a sense of
trust and safety. Through this combination of skills Elushia brings a nurturing and caring
approach to resolving trauma. The session will support the nervous system’s thwarted
response to fight, flight and freeze, to gently resolve.
Elushia Parker, Somatic Experiencing Practitioner,
Dip Remedial MT, DARe Somatic Attachment Training

40 Elizabeth Avenue, South Golden Beach
The Health Lodge, Byron Bay
0414 634 831, elushia8@gmail.com
www.elushiaparker.com
elushiaparker
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Nervous System Repair

Bridgit Pearl, Holistic Counsellor & Life Coach
• Life coaching for women to achieve your goals with
ease and create positive change.
• Counselling to enjoy healthy relationships, heal your
emotional wounds and express yourself with integrity.
• Workshops empowering women to gain clarity,
courage and confidence and handle difficult
situations with grace.

Byron Bay Region

Bridgit Pearl is a life coach and holistic counsellor who enables women to manifest their ideas
and create positive change in their life. At the Women’s Wisdom School, she offers counselling
and workshops supporting women in summoning their inner strength to truly be themselves.
Bridgit creates a safe and nurturing space for women to relax and get in touch with their deep
inner feelings and express themselves honestly with self-confidence and ease.
Having designed workshops specifically for women over 45, Bridgit offers professional
guidance and support in a transformational process. You learn how to use a crisis as
opportunity for personal growth and positive change. Bridgit’s skills allow her clients to be
self-expressed, to be comfortable in who they truly are, and she inspires them to step up
into their highest self and personal strength.
Women’s Wisdom School
10, 21–23 Tasman Way, Byron Bay Industrial Estate
0403 747 442
womenswisdom@hotmail.com
www.womenswisdom.online
bridgitpearl
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Meredith Plowman, Facial Harmony, RAW Energy Balances
• Facial Harmony massage offers you the opportunity
to relax, and enjoy natural facelift effects
immediately, without any redness or puffiness.
• Safe, gentle and non-invasive, Facial Harmony lifts,
relaxes and opens your face, leaving you looking
younger, rested and refreshed.

Mullumbimby,
Byron Bay area

• Great for anti-ageing or before a special occasion.
If you’re feeling challenged and caught up in habits, relationships or circumstances that
you don’t know how to unravel, Rekindled Ancient Wisdom Energy Balances, based on
kinesiology, gets to the root of issues, while quickly and gently restoring a tangible feeling
of balance in your energy systems. People love their Balances! You can too!
‘Thank you, Meredith, there’s been a non-stop positive flow in both my work and personal life
since our appointment.’ – Kelly Padget
If you’re needing quality down-time, why not disappear in the healing hills of Byron for a
couple of hours of timelessness, visiting vintage-inspired Paradiso Healtharium to restore,
rebalance and refresh.
Meredith is also available for mobile Facial Harmony.
Paradiso Healtharium
722 Main Arm Road, Mullumbimby
02 6684 5005
info@paradisohealtharium.com
www.paradisohealtharium.com.au
paradiso_healtharium
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Positive Chiropractic, Murwillumbah
• From traditional chiropractic to neurologicallybased low-force, ‘Chiro Without the Crack!’
• Solutions for stubborn health complaints with
Professional Applied Kinesiology.
• Neurofeedback and biofeedback testing to see
how healthy you really are.

Murwillumbah

Established in Murwillumbah in 2014, Positive Chiropractic provides more than just a ‘quick
crack.’ The friendly and passionate Masters-qualified chiropractors use a range of lowforce, neurologically-based approaches which are safe, gentle and designed to bring you
and your family to your greatest level of health and keep you there. A holistic approach
addresses physical, chemical and emotional challenges in the body to find your balance,
and advanced neurofeedback and biofeedback equipment is available to monitor progress.
Chiropractic techniques include NeuroImpulse Protocol, Torque Release Technique, Neural
Organisation Technique, Neuro Emotional Technique, Professional Applied Kinesiology and
Retained Neonatal Reflexes.
HICAPS onsite. Medicare, DVA and Workcover certified.
Positive Chiropractic
6 King St, Murwillumbah
02 6672 2994
reception@positivechiropractic.com.au
www.positivechiropractic.com.au
PositiveHealthChiro
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Quit Cigarettes in 60 Minutes, Reach Your Ideal Weight
‘I am so pleased to have started my new journey to
a healthier me with Ingrid’s support. The support,
guidance and little extras have been so helpful. It’s so
great knowing that Ingrid is as supportive of my healthy
lifestyle change as I am with her lifetime guarantee. If
I fall off she will be there to support me again. Best thing
I have done for me in such a long time. Thanks heaps.’

Ocean Shores

Ingrid has helped hundreds of people like you to stop smoking in the past eight years.
She backs it up with a lifetime guarantee to help you to feel confident of quitting cigarettes.
Ingrid also improved the Reach Your Ideal Weight program, and now offers three options
from the all-inclusive with the lifetime guarantee to the basic when you only need a kick-start.
Using hypnotherapy and neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) allows you to make space for
new habits; with PSYCH-K you can free yourself from limiting beliefs, and through wellness
coaching Ingrid supports you to achieve your goals. Ingrid can also teach you techniques
to assist with relief from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and traumatic events.
We have all heard that ‘A journey of a 1,000 miles begins with a single step’!
Ingrid Gottschalk, Wellness Coach

Quit Cigarettes in 60 Minutes, Reach Your Ideal Weight

24 Yamble Drive, Ocean Shores
02 6680 3827, 0431 582438
ingrid@quitin60.com.au, ingrid@myidealweight.com.au
www.quitin60.com.au, www.myidealweight.com.au
quit.cigs
Reach.Ideal.Weight
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Radiant Resonance: Voice Therapy, Craniosacral
• Find your radiant-resonance and the
voice of your authentic self.
• Empower your voice and your presence
in the world.
• Restore and align with nourishing touch
and sound.

Mullumbimby,
Byron region,
online

Blending a strong technical foundation with an intuitive approach, Carmelle Moore draws
on over thirty years’ experience working with voices.
Voice therapy sessions begin with comprehensive assessment and combine vocal
techniques, mindfulness, voice dialogue and subtle yoga practices. Results include
increased vocal power, stamina, range and flexibility.
Craniosacral Balancing is a deeply restorative treatment, which works with the fascia and
nervous system, to realign the whole being to its natural state of deep relaxation and
harmony.
Multidimensional realignment is supported by a radiantly-resonant soundscape weaving
together voice, Tibetan and crystal bowls, chimes and crystal singing pyramids.

Carmelle Moore B.App.Sc.Sp.Path, C.P.S.P., MSPA
0422 360 909
voicemoves@gmail.com
www.carmellemoore.com
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Debbie Rayfield, Homeopath, Naturopathic Nutrition
• Specialising in the healthcare of infants, children and
women during pregnancy and early motherhood.
• A registered nurse and homeopath with over 30
years’ experience in complementary medicine.
• Short over-the-counter consultations in Byron Bay
are free of charge. For a more in-depth discussion of
your health needs, appointments are recommended.

Byron Bay, Balgowlah
Skype & Telephone
Consultations

Debbie has extensive experience with homeopathy and nutrition for a wide range of
acute and chronic conditions in children and adults.
Homeopathy is suitable for physical conditions such as asthma, eczema, colds, ear
infections and irritable bowel syndrome, etc. It has also proven successful in the treatment
of mental and emotional issues such as anxiety, insomnia, depression, concentration and
behavioural difficulties.
Debbie has established a deep wish to understand the spiritual nature of the human
being, particularly through the practice of meditation and the study of Buddhist
philosophy. She feels she can offer a truly holistic perspective on healthcare to enable
others to feel well and happy.
Debbie Rayfield R.N., Dip.N., Dip.N.Ed., Dip.Hom.Med.,

Dip. Nat. Nutrition., Dip.Montessori.Ed., Cert. Palliative Care

3/103 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
02 6685 6504, 0431 168 926
info@fountaincentre.com.au
www.fountaincentre.com.au
TheFountainCentreHealthcare
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Rejyouvenate Wellness, Byron Bay
• Clinical hypnotherapy, energy hypnosis.
• Counselling, subconscious counselling.
• Meditation, reiki healing, retreats, workshops.
Byron Bay
Northern Rivers
Gold Coast
Skype, phone
At Rejyouvenate Wellness it’s all about you!
Matt believes every person is unique, therefore he draws on his diverse skills to tailor each
session individually.
Hypnotherapy is effective with a range of patterns and habits such as smoking, overeating,
fears, phobias, stress and anxiety. Matt sees counselling as a way to keep the mind healthy;
clearing, releasing or changing unwanted thoughts and emotions. Matt’s style of therapy
draws upon traditional counselling, psychotherapy and hypnosis, combined with his
intuition to generally deliver fast results for his clients. Matt’s clients are frequently amazed
with how in tune Matt is, in knowing what direction to guide a session.
Matt loves what he does and loves seeing the changes and breakthroughs his clients achieve.
Matt Lee Tet

Dip Clinical Hypnosis, Dip Counselling, Reiki Master, NLP Practitioner

0408 889 941, rejyouvenate@rejyouvenate.com.au
www.rejyouvenate.com.au
Rejyouvenatewellness
rejyouvenate_wellness
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Rhonda’s Readings
‘Some mediums work with telepathy, getting
information from the client’s own subconscious,
and that is why they tell you what you want to
hear. Others, like myself, work with the client’s
Higher Guides in Spirit. I bypass any unconscious
sabotage from the client. l tell you what you
need to hear.’ – Rhonda

Reserve Creek

Feedback from clients on Rhonda’s website is testament to her ability to bring clarity
and healing to people all over the world. Rhonda’s skills are used in a counselling format.
Rhonda gives you the understanding you require to heal the effects of events that have
caused emotional, psychological and physical pain, allowing you to move forward in life.
‘… an hour session with Rhonda changed my perspective immediately. I literally had to pull
over on the way home to come to terms with how profound the Reading was for me. Rhonda
communicated information to me that was exceptionally accurate, and it even blew me away
how well Rhonda understood the people in my life. You just have to see Rhonda. She will change
your life and give you the outside-looking-in view of yourself, you need to hear about to better
appreciate yourself as a person.’ – Mike, Brisbane

Rhonda’s Readings
02 6677 7517
Email contactable via website
www.handsofdestiny.com
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Rhonda’s Readings
Life PathConsultation
2 0 1 8 Readings by Mail
Psychic Counselling

abn 66 121 220 310
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Miles Sanderson, Somatic Experiencing/Bodywork
• Releasing trauma from the system.
• Learning tools to promote peace and
greater wellbeing.
• Understanding your nervous system and
how to utilise it in everyday life.

Byron Bay
Skype

Somatic experiencing is a profound modality specialising in trauma resolution. It is
designed to discharge excess energy trapped within the nervous system and promote
greater capacity and resilience within. It helps to identify unhelpful patterns and triggers
that are often linked to trauma and find tangible ways in which to move around them and
live more healthily. Sessions interweave talk and hands-on therapy and focus on how to
create more wellbeing in the system rather than a re-telling of the story.
Miles works in a way that creates curiosity and enthusiasm to explore at a self-driven and
safe pace. He masterfully facilitates looking inwards, into sometimes uncomfortable places,
in a way that is both rewarding and enjoyable.
The Health Lodge – Byron Integrated Medicine
78 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
02 6685 6445, info@thehealthlodge.com.au
www.thehealthlodge.com.au
TheHealthLodgeByronBay
The Health Lodge - Byron Integrated Medicine

The Health Lodge.
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David Smith, Dental Prosthetist
• 30+ years’ experience including Implant Retained
and Precision Stabilised Abe Technique and Precision
Biofunctional Prosthetic System (BPS) dentures.
• State-of-the-art laboratory using precision
equipment and products from Australia and Europe.
• Extensive training including qualifications held by
only three others in Australia (BPS trainer).

Mullumbimby,
Casino

Pearl Denture Studio is a unique and elegant dental prosthetic practice located in the
beautiful Northern Rivers. Dental prosthetist David Smith is well known and respected for
his ability to provide outstanding dentures. All materials are bio-compatible and tested.
Their state-of-the-art laboratory is designed to not only produce excellence but also to
reduce its carbon footprint, preserving the environment. They use the latest techniques
and materials from Switzerland, well known for its excellence in precision technology.
Pearl Denture Studio have been providing all denture services to the highest quality for
more than 31 years. Their latest Lower Denture Stabilisation Abe techniques are innovative
and provide the complete-denture wearer a new lease on life with outstanding results in
comfort, stability and function.
David Smith, Dental Prosthetist
Pearl Denture Studio
Mullumbimby: 5/97 Stuart Street, 02 6684 3677
Casino: 125 Barker Street, 02 6662 1137
pearldenturestudio@gmail.com
pearldenturestudio
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PEARL DENTURE STUDIO
Unique • Individual • Beautiful

Traditional Medicinals
• University-trained naturopaths, and herbalists
offering clinically effective alternative and
complementary medicine.
• Over-the-counter acute consultations and clinical
consultations for complex health conditions.

Lismore

• Herbal and nutritional medicine, medicinal creams
and our own unique skincare range.
Traditional Medicinals has been providing holistic healthcare to the Northern Rivers for
over 25 years. Practitioners have extensive experience providing over-the-counter and
clinical consultations to assist your wellness journey. They also have a large range of unique
products and services including natural skincare ranges, medicinal creams designed by
medical herbalists for your pure self-care experience.
Traditional Medicinals also have crystals and semi-precious gemstones, crystal jewellery
and other gift ideas.
With the use of a range of scientifically developed clinical tools, evidence-based alternative
medicine and training, the practitioners at Traditional Medicinals provide exceptional
personalised treatment plans to suit the individual and your health goals.
Traditional Medicinals
133 Keen St, Lismore
02 6622 4099
tradmedicinals@gmail.com
www.tradmedicinals.com.au
traditionalmedicinalslismore
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Carolyn Tyrer, Resonance Repatterning® Practitioner
‘One of the most inspiring and non-invasive healing
experiences that I have ever had.’ – Rob
‘I haven’t been worried about leaving my house
in weeks.’ – Jessica
‘I haven’t had a drink since I saw you… I’m now back in
the pool and swimming stronger than ever.’ – Steven

Ocean Shores

Resonance Repatterning® assists to clear the beliefs, behaviours and negative emotions that
have created limitations in our life – a very deep healing therapy that works on all levels,
mental, physical, emotional and spiritual. By the use of applied kinesiology it is possible to
identify the source of the problem the client is experiencing and apply appropriate healing
modalities to shift these issues permanently.
The most common results people have as a result of their Resonance Repatterning® sessions
include improved physical health, relief from distress, relief from speciﬁc problems such as
smoking and other addictions, trauma and PTSD, a sense of unity, harmony and improved
relationships, a sense of wellbeing, feeling calm, more relaxed and a renewed sense of joy
from within. Carolyn is one of only three qualified and accredited practitioners in Australia.
Carolyn Tyrer B.A.Hons, Dip. R.M., Dip.Hypnotherapy
Byron Bay Healing, 8 Kiyung Court, Ocean Shores
02 6680 3492, info@byronbayhealing.com.au
www.byronbayhealing.com.au
www.resonancerepatterning.net
facebook.com/groups/115684042117306
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Catherine Varley, Acupuncturist
• Catherine is passionate about supporting clients,
providing effective treatments to facilitate healing
and bring about change so they may feel better
and lead healthier, more peaceful lives.
• She has a special interest in treating pain
conditions including, neck, back, shoulder,
headaches and fibromyalgia and many years’
experience in treating women’s health issues.

Byron Bay

As an experienced, AHPRA-registered acupuncturist and Chinese medicine practitioner,
Catherine loves to work with committed clients who are interested in achieving the best
possible clinical outcomes for themselves.
The most important thing for Catherine is to choose an acupuncture treatment that
addresses the underlying mechanisms she identifies through the careful consideration of
your signs and symptoms and then to safely apply the needles to achieve the therapeutic
outcome you and she are working towards.
Catherine also practises reiki and spiritual healing and may combine these with acupuncture,
bringing science-based traditional medicine together with ancient healing practices.
Catherine Varley

BHsc Acu, Dip Rem Massage Tui Na, Cert Guangxi University (China)

The Haven Massage & Natural Therapies
Suite 3, East Point Arcade, 107 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
02 6685 8304, contact@thehavenbyronbay.com
www.thehavenbyronbay.com
thehavenbyronbay
thehavenbyronbay
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Dr Jon Veranese, Whole Health & Wellbeing
• Integrating left- and right-brain consciousness
with whole health and wellbeing.
• A truly holistic approach to the health of the
mouth, teeth and gums reflected in the balance
of body, mind and spirit.

Byron Bay, online

Holistic dentistry is far more than white fillings or replacing amalgam and removing root
canals. While these procedures may be part of positive whole-body healing, they do not
necessarily address the underlying physical and metaphysical stress patterns undermining
many general health and dental health problems.
A Whole Health session addresses the current energy dynamic and implements an
opportunity for healing and balance in:
• Gum inflammation and dis-ease
• Personalised amalgam detoxification protocols
• Nutritional and supplement profiles for regeneration and/or support of ongoing treatment
• Fear and past trauma of the dental experience.
It does not necessarily replace the need for dental work, it complements any dental treatment.
CasaVeras, 60A Kingsvale Road, Myocum
0411 031 301
drjondental@icloud.com
www.drjondental.com
drjonholisticdental
drjonholisticdental
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The Yoniverse – Sex & Intimacy Workshops & Retreats
• The high-quality, real sex and intimacy education
we wish we’d all received in high school.
• One-day workshops for women and masterclasses
for men offered in Byron Bay (and Australia-wide).
• Powerful couples retreat, four days of delicious
intimacy, tantric massage and sensual exploration:
November 13–18, 2018.

Various locations in
Australia

Where did you receive your sex education from? School? Friends? The internet? Porn?
Have you explored what else is possible when sexuality becomes about connection,
intimacy and deep states of pleasure?
The Yoniverse are ground-breaking, transformative events exploring women’s anatomy
of arousal, pleasure, orgasm, intimacy and relating. In the last two years, it has become
Australia’s most widespread sex and intimacy event with over one thousand men and
women attending. Our four-day retreat is the culmination of our work and supports
couples to take their relationship to the next level.
‘We believe the retreat was worth years of marriage counselling! And the very best thing we
could’ve done for each other, for our marriage and for our family.’ – Greg and Melissa
The Yoniverse
Elise Savaresse & The Yoniverse Team
Various locations across Australia
hello@theyoniverse.com
www.theyoniverse.com
exploretheyoniverse
the.yoniverse
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Zena Theta Healing
• Zena has the key to the mystery of youth.
She knows how to keep your neurons in a
positive state, keeping your life force high.
• Zena’s work can help you get the right answers in
every situation. It can change the genetic, core,
history and soul-level programs for ageing, health,
wealth, increasing your vitality and confidence.

Byron Bay,
Melbourne

Zena Theta Healing Centre provides Theta healings, massages, reflexology, psychic
readings, sound healings, Theta Healing courses, retreats and yoga classes. All practitioners
are very passionate, working with the heart.
Zena, the founder of the centre, has 18 years of experience in Theta Healing, 25 years
in reflexology and at her age of 72 she is inspiring! Living her life from the heart and
with passion, Zena helps people around world to find how to live with authenticity and
experience joy, happiness and the beauty of life.
The key to being young is to have passion and share it with others, no matter what your
age. Zena helps you change genetic programs for ageing, to live your life with full potential,
being happy, healthy, wealthy and doing something you love and sharing it with others.
Zena Gourevitch, Master of Theta Healing
4/95 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
475E St Kilda Street, Elwood, Melbourne

0409 302 548, 0411 216 570 (Byron Bay), 0413 387 398 (Melb)
zenamagic@gmail.com
www.thetatree.com
zenathetahealing
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Be. Salon & Spa, Byron Bay
‘Wow, I feel amazing! I had a lot of stress and tension
and it is now completely gone.’ – Olivia
‘Absolutely loved this find. I felt so looked after and
truly cared for.’ – Louise
‘Magic “firm” fingers that were swift and gentle,
working deep into the muscle tissue and making it easy
to relax. Treat yourself, you won’t regret it.’ – Barb

Byron Bay

Be. Salon and Spa offers a unique approach to health and beauty by combining all the
menu favourites you would expect in a quality spa, as well as naturopathy, nutrition and
energetic healing. Qualified practitioners cater for all your beauty needs, inside and out.
Experience blissfully effective treatments in a down-to-earth, healing environment. The
friendly therapists love their work and are renowned for excellent service. Treatments are
tailored specifically for your needs or requests.
With diverse training in health and beauty, each therapist offers something exceptional.
Weather you need an attentive nurturing approach, a simple holistic health plan or an
intense remedial massage, Be. has you covered.
Be. is a place to unwind. Be yourself. Be pampered. Be well. Be renewed.
Be. Salon & Spa
Shop 1/14 Middleton Street, Byron Bay
0413 432 584
hello@besalonspa.com.au
www.besalonspa.com.au
besalonandspabyron
besalonspabyronbay
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Byron Hinterland Thai Yoga Massage
‘I visited Jamie with a very sore body and
enjoyed an amazing massage experience.
He was able to release tension and knots my
physio hadn’t been able to. I felt a physical
and an energetic shift. Jamie is very good at
his craft and I highly recommend his healing
massage service’ – Vicki

Byron hinterland
and surrounds

Thai yoga massage is an holistic therapy and one of the healing arts of traditional Thai
medicine. It incorporates Ayurvedic and yogic principles, harmonising the flow of energy
through the body, utilising pressure from hands, thumbs, elbows, knees and feet. When the
mind and body are connected our intrinsic healing systems are set in motion.
Thai yoga massage is a full-body treatment that can achieve deep and long-lasting results.
Acupressure, deep tissue massage, passive stretches and gentle rocking soften muscles,
improving circulation, joint mobility, flexibility, relaxation and realignment of the body.
Jamie practises a fusion of intuitive northern and southern style Thai yoga massage.
He has studied with numerous gifted teachers, body workers and Thai Masters over the
last 10 years.
Jamie Kennedy, Thai Yoga Massage Therapist
Mobile therapist and at The Alchemist Lounge in Federal
0447 025 006, 02 6684 9619
byronhinterlandthaiyogamassage@gmail.com
www.byronhinterlandthaiyogamassage.com.au
byronhinterlandthaiyogamassage
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Byron Massage
‘The key goal of our business is to provide the very best
massage in Byron Bay. Regardless of your preferences
our staff have all the skills and expertise to ensure the
best experience.’ – David Roberts
‘Best sports massage yet! Very professional, great
staff and would be happy to recommend to family
and friends! :-)’ – Google review

Byron Bay

Byron Massage’s experienced masseuses specialise in a variety of massage styles. Chinese
deep tissue, Thai, reflexology, cupping, head massage and more. The highly qualified staff
take an holistic approach towards healing, sometimes combining a number of techniques
depending on the condition presented to them. Byron Massage staff carefully assess your
condition and issues before developing the approach on how to offer the best outcome.
The treatment rooms are private and the all-female staff ensure a very relaxing experience.
They offer a very relaxed and quiet atmosphere without the usual massage whale songs
and over-the-top offerings generally associated with massage shops in Byron Bay. Their
service offers a point of difference that keeps customers coming back again and again.
Much of the client base comes from recommendations from past clients.
Byron Massage
31 Lawson Street, Byron Bay
02 6617 5769
byronmassage2018@gmail.com
www.byronmassage.net
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Comma Byron
• Take your time. A modern Australian
massage experience. Signature massage
therapies for everyday life. Carefully
considered, intuitively delivered.
• Comma is here to remind you of the sublime
in stillness, and that amidst the clamour of
modern life, time is your greatest currency.

Byron Bay

Comma stands for taking a moment to breathe, regenerate, find calm, and begin again.
Therapies offered are relatable, customised and intuitive. Comma believes in the healing
power of touch, in conscious minimalism, warm neutrals, pacifying low light, and baptism
by oiled-up limbs.
But there’s more to Comma than a moment of day-spa-induced sopor. Comma represents a
lifestyle that’s enriched and balanced, both inside and outside their walls. It’s a place where
you’ll have the sort of holistic massage experience that will make you wonder how you
ever went on without it.

Comma Byron
7A/11 Banksia Drive, Byron Bay
02 6685 8878
www.commabyron.com
commabyron
commabyron
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‘

and I said to my body, softly,
“I want to be your friend.”
It took a long breath and
replied, “I have been waiting
my whole life for this”
Nayyirah Waheed

’

Addy Duffey, Ka Huna Bodywork & Massage
‘To experience a Ka Huna with Addy is transforming.
She is extraordinary, and puts her everything into her
treatments. I call her the “High Priestess of Ka Huna”.’
– Deon Demouche
‘Addy is a true healer. She goes above and beyond for
her clients, and is an inspiration to everyone she meets.’
– Skye Ramsay

Byron Bay and
surrounding area

Addy is passionate about her work and her client’s wellbeing. Her style of massage is
unique, energetically vibrant, yet deeply relaxing.
Ka Huna bodywork consists of long fluid strokes of varying intensity and rhythm, as well
as applying slow, deep pressure on points in your body where you are holding tension. It
allows for soft or deep-tissue massage, depending on what the client requires. Addy always
provides a beautifully nurturing, sacred, healing and intuitive temple-style Ka Huna massage.
Soul connection, raw and exquisite… whether you are needing to release trauma,
emotional pain or physical discomfort… It is the perfect way to nourish your body, mind
and soul, leaving you feeling nurtured, rejuvenated, inspired and completely reconnected
to self.
Addy Duffey Ka Huna Bodywork & Massage
Suffolk Park
0459 467 722
addyduffeykahunabodyworkandmassage
addy_duffey
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The Haven Massage Clinic, Byron Bay
The Haven offers all you need for complete relaxation
and healing… massage, facials, acupuncture, Chinese
herbs, and Byron’s only floatation tank plus your own
private infrared sauna.
‘Thank you for your excellent care in everything you did
for me. It’s made a huge difference to my life…’
– A Breever

Byron Bay

Originally known as Relax Haven, now under brand new management, The Haven has been
providing affordable, dependable and quality healing and care for locals and visitors alike
since 1980. Conveniently located downtown in a quiet arcade opposite Woolworths, the
friendly team love to connect with you from the moment you arrive, ready to take care of
your every need, so that all you have to do is surrender and relax.
The Haven offers a variety of massage styles, including relaxation, deep tissue remedial,
pregnancy and hot stone massage. Enjoy indulgent facial treatments, exclusively using the
gorgeous Organicspa range of products. Spend an hour of blissful silence in the floatation
tank, enjoy a detoxifying sauna or to work on some specific issues, have a consultation with
resident acupuncturist, Catherine Varley. Packages available, and generous locals discount.
Suite 3, East Point Arcade, 107 Jonson Street, Byron Bay
6685 8304
contact@thehavenbyronbay.com
www.thehavenbyronbay.com
thehavenbyronbay
thehavenbyronbay
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Yasmin Lang, Remedial Massage Therapist
• Offering a depth of support for clients not just to
relax but to truly heal and rejuvenate.
• Remedial massage, reflexology, energetic facial
release, esoteric bodywork, aged-care hand and
foot treatments, oncology massage.
• A great gift for the elderly or to people currently
experiencing illness.

Byron Bay
Servicing: Lismore,
Ballina, Mullumbimby,
Murwillumbah

Yasmin Lang has been working with people in the Byron Shire for more than 30 years with
a depth of experience in massage, spa treatments, aged-care, youthwork, palliative-care
nursing, dementia care and respite for people with mental health issues.
Over the years she has worked either from health and wellbeing centres or from her own homebased clinic. She has also run in-house retreats and healing holiday packages and continues
to do so. Today she provides mobile massage and treatments as well as clinic-based services.
Yasmin came to understand that as a practitioner she needs to care for herself first before
taking care of others, otherwise it is not possible to give them true care.
Health fund rebates apply.
Yasmin Lang Dip.Rem.Massage
Unit 4/1 Belongil Crescent, Byron Bay
0437 866 424
yasmin@innermostharmony.com.au
www.innermostharmony.com.au
Innermost Harmony Massage
Yasmin Lang
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Thai Sabai Traditional Thai Massage & Foot Spa
• Byron Bay’s Jonson Street is home to Thai Sabai
Massage where, for the past seven years, ancient
eastern techniques are practised daily.
• Take time out to de-stress, relax, rejuvenate and
re-align your life force, maintaining your health
and vitality through massage and therapeutic
manipulation. A quality experience!

Byron Bay

Thai massage was developed by Buddhist monks in Thailand more than 2,500 years ago
as an holistic healing therapy. It incorporates passive stretching and gentle pressure along
the body’s energy lines to increase flexibility, relieve muscle and joint tension and balance
your energy systems. It encourages the body to detoxify, is relaxing and energising, and
increases flexibility and circulation while releasing stress.
Foot massage opens Sen (energy lines) by stimulating reflex points that correspond to
internal organs. It improves circulation, removes toxins, stimulates lymphatic drainage,
boosts immune systems, relieves stress and improves sleep and clarity.
Herbal ball massage is a hot cotton bag filled with Thai herbs that transfer to your body
improving circulation, toning skin and relieving aches and pains.
Thai Sabai Traditional Thai Massage & Foot Spa
Fully Qualified Masseuse Therapists – Thailand Trained

115 Jonson Street, Byron Bay (opposite cinemas)
02 6680 7373, relax@thaisabai.com.au
www.thaisabai.com.au
thaisabaibyron
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Ninja Play Academy & See Change, Byron Bay
• Helping achieve the best way to be in and move
your body, reach higher potential and feel great.
• Natural movement training to optimise function
and freedom in the mind and body with balance,
agility, coordination, strength, callisthenics, postural
alignment, rehabilitation and joy of movement.

Byron Bay,
Byron Shire

• Obstacle course and Ninja Warrior training.
Personal training sessions and small group classes instructed with guidance at an
intensity and skill level specific to each person’s goals and ability. Sessions are 30 minutes
to one hour in duration. Two-hour open-play sessions involve self-training in the unique
indoor/outdoor studio.
Training involves a combination of strength and conditioning work using rollers, balls,
BOSUs, power bands, ropes, kettle bells, TRX, FreeFORM boards, bands, bars, cables, boxing,
and free weights. Body weight training is a big component of all sessions with assisted
stretching and mind-body work. Ninja Play Academy Byron Bay and See Change Byron Bay
is a playful and informative environment where coaches guide clients through strength
and stamina of both body and mind resulting in self-empowerment.
See Change & Ninja Play Academy
12 Wollongbar Street, Byron Bay
0429 878 902, admin@ninjaplayacademybyronbay.com.au
www.seechangebyronbay.com.au
www.ninjaplayacademybyronbay.com
seechangeretreat
ninjaplaybyronbay
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Bayside Acupuncture & Herbal Medicine
• The clinic in the heart of Brunswick Heads has an
outstanding reputation of excellence in healthcare
and effective, quality treatments.
• Their Chinese medicine practitioners are qualified,
AHPRA registered and have years of experience.

Brunswick Heads

• Health fund rebates and instant claiming for
acupuncture and remedial massage.
Chinese medicine shines at not just abolishing your symptoms but addressing the
underlying cause of your disharmony. So whether you have muscular pain, digestive issues,
mental/emotional imbalances or men’s and women’s health concerns, to name a few, Bayside
Acupuncture can help you. They use a combination of massage, acupuncture, Chinese
cupping and Chinese herbal medicines to bring your body, mind and soul back into balance.
Their practitioners have trained in a non-invasive form of acupuncture called Acutonics®, where
specific sound frequencies are applied to the body, having dramatic and powerful results.
Acutonics® sound medicine is also of great benefit for children, the sensitive, or needle phobic.
They have one of the biggest dispensaries of Chinese herbal formulas in the Shire and also
offer standalone remedial, deep tissue or relaxation massage.
Bayside Acupuncture & Herbal Medicine
14a Park Street, Brunswick Heads
02 6685 1088
heal@baysideacupuncture.com
www.baysideacupuncture.com
bayside.acupuncture
baysideacupuncture
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Brunswick Holistic Dental Centre
• By adopting an holistic philosophy, Brunswick
Holistic Dental Centre aims to always make a
positive impact on your overall health.
• Using technology and bio-compatible materials they
deliver thoughtful, considered, exceptional care.

Brunswick Heads

• Through observation, education and preventive
regimes, patients achieve their dental goals faster.
The Brunswick Holistic Dental Centre has been pioneering holistic dentistry in the Northern
Rivers for over 20 years. With a reputation built on trust and excellence, the team are
committed to providing high-quality oral health care.
They offer an extensive range of comprehensive dental services. These include safe
mercury filling removal and root canal therapy, comprehensive treatment plans, tailored
oral hygiene cleans, dental implants, orthodontics and teeth whitening.
The surgery is focused on helping provide patients with healthier teeth and gums for life.
They offer patient payment plans and complimentary dental accident cover. Their use of
advanced dental technologies, biocompatibility testing, nutritional medicine advice and an
ongoing commitment to learning are just some of the ways this surgery provides patients
with an holistic experience.
Brunswick Holistic Dental Centre
6/18 Mullumbimbi Street, Brunswick Heads
02 6685 1264
admin@brunswickdental.net
www.brunswickdental.net
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Byron Ayurveda Centre, Ayurveda House
• 40 years of classical Ayurvedic training and practice.
• Practitioners are government approved Advanced
Diploma of Ayurveda graduates from Ayurveda
College personally trained by Prof Jason Chandler.
• Ayurvedic magnetic pain relief therapy with the
latest ‘Papimi’ Pulsed Electromagnetic Device
(TGA registration ARTG 284782).

Byron Bay, Kyogle

Byron Ayurveda Centre is the Ayurveda College’s clinic. Ayurveda College has been training
and practising classical Ayurveda in Australia for nearly 40 years. It is an RTO with domestic
and international students providing face-to face-training and classical Ayurvedic therapies.
Well-trained courteous and competent staff specialise in all three specialities of Ayurveda:
Rasayana, Vajikarana and Chikitsa (rejuvenation/sexual health/therapies for the mind and
body), applying principles of diet and nutrition, lifestyle and therapeutics to serve the spirit,
mind, emotions/senses and the body. Graduating students working under supervision
provide consultations and therapies at discounted prices on student clinic days.
Ayurveda House is the head office and houses the Ayurvedic pharmacy (making only
organic Ayurvedic products), training and the rejuvenation centre.
Ayurveda College Pty Ltd RTO 31161 CRICOS Provider 02613K
Byron Ayurveda Centre, 1&6, 5–11 Byron Street, Byron Bay
Ayurveda House, 27 Campbell Road, Kyogle
02 6680 8788 (Byron), 02 6632 2244 (Kyogle), 0408 485 778
info@ayurvedahouse.com.au
www.ayurvedahouse.com.au
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Byron Medicine Wheel
Byron Medicine Wheel is a renowned holistic
centre in the heart of Byron Bay. Specialising
in alternative therapies, their experienced
practitioners offer a variety of massages and
healing therapies to help restore mind, body
and soul.

Byron Bay, Byron Shire,
online

Byron Medicine Wheel is one of Byron Bay’s longest-established healing and massage
centres. They aim to provide the most professional practitioners who are passionate about
what they do. Together they create a space of integrity and compassion that is of the
highest vibration – allowing each client to heal and transform.
The centre offers a full range of holistic therapies including osteopathy, kinesiology,
acupuncture and energy healing, as well as a variety of massage styles. Byron Medicine
Wheel also specialises in Kahuna bodywork and they are home to some of the best
practitioners in the area.
Their healers, astrologists, psychics and tarot readers are well renowned and offer sessions
remotely via Skype and phone as well as at the centre.
Byron Medicine Wheel
Shop 5/84 Jonson St, Byron Bay (behind Happy Travels)
02 6685 8366
info@byronmedicinewheel.com.au
www.byronmedicinewheel.com.au
medicinewheelbyron
byronbaymedicinewheel
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ByronMediSpa
‘I can’t recommend Gina and Char highly enough.
Absolute professionals, best service, best results and
best products; I wouldn’t trust anyone else. These
gorgeous, warm women have created a fabulous
MediSpa in Byron and it’s not for no reason that they
are in high demand. Thanks, ladies.’

Byron Bay

ByronMediSpa is the place that everyone is talking about! It is the answer to having natural,
healthy and fresh looking-skin. Gina and Char have a wealth of knowledge and experience;
they only choose treatments and products that are evidenced based and apply best practice.
They specialise in natural-looking injectables including the 8-Point-Lift, or you can indulge
in the ultimate medical-grade facial for renewed and polished skin. Clear away sun damage
or unwanted hair with Syneron Candela’s gold-standard laser. Treating acne and scarring
with Dermapen 3MD provides clients with great results.
ByronMediSpa are driven by their passion to achieve the very best results for each client’s
individual skin needs, which is why they are in such high demand. Clients are not only
getting fantastic, natural results but they are truly cared for and know they are in safe hands.
Gina Davison-Long RN Dip N BSc Hons
Char Todaro Certified Laser Practitioner
Byron Medi Spa, Suite 1, 6 Marvell Street, Byron Bay
02 6680 9911, info@byronmedispa.com.au
www.byronmedispa.com.au
ByronMediSpa
byronmedispa
ByronMediSpa
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Bytes of Byron Dental
• Bytes of Byron is an award-winning Eco-Dental
surgery that doesn’t cost the Earth.
• An eco-dentist differs from a normal clinic by
operating in the most sustainable way possible,
minimising their impact on the environment.

Byron Bay

• Exclusively uses BPA-free white fillings and has
procedures for safely removing old mercury fillings.
As members of the Eco-Dentistry Association, Bytes of Byron is committed to a dental
profession that values both outstanding patient care and outstanding planetary care.
They have a team of highly skilled holistic dentists including Dr Jon Veranese and
Dr Leigh Bayliss, who recognise that as dental professionals they make decisions every
day that impact on the public’s health, and the health of our Earth. As such, Bytes of
Byron have made it their mission is to provide excellent dental care for the whole family
at affordable prices, reduce waste and pollution, save water, energy, and support a
wellness lifestyle.
Bytes of Byron are open six days a week till late. 9am till 8pm Monday to Friday and till 5pm
Saturdays. 24-hour Emergency Line
Bytes of Byron Dental
Dr Jon Veranese B.D.S., Dr Leigh Bayliss
Shop 1, The Butter Factory, 140–142 Jonson St, Byron Bay
02 6680 8066
www.bytesofbyron.com.au
Bytes of Byron – Eco Dentistry
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Cape Byron Medical Centre, Byron Bay
• Cape Byron Medical centre is a community-minded
general practice providing a family-friendly, safe and
supportive environment.
• Holistic care to the individual or the whole family.
• Specialist GP obstetric care in partnership with the
Byron Central Hospital midwives.

Byron Bay

They have been caring for the Byron Bay community since 1977. Their team of doctors and
nurses are friendly, respectful and non-judgmental and take pride in delivering the highest
level of care.
Cape Byron Medical Centre understands the importance of continuity of care and will do
their best for you to feel supported and understood.
They are a friendly practice where the focus is their patients and the community they live
in. Cape Byron Medical Centre looks forward to working with you and your family towards a
brighter and healthier future.

Cape Byron Medical Centre
4 Marvell Street, Byron Bay
02 6685 6326
info@capebyronmedical.com.au
www.capebyronmedical.com.au
capebyronmedicalcentre
capebyronmedical
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Naturopathy at The Health Lodge, Byron Bay
• Holistic care from Byron Bay’s leading naturopaths.
• Offering combined naturopath and GP
consultations for an integrative approach to
understand the causes of chronic health issues.
• Herbal dispensary open Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 9am–5pm. No appointment is necessary for
a brief consultation with a qualified naturopath.

Byron Bay

Reine DuBois is one of Australia’s leading integrative naturopaths and founder of THL. Reine
has a passion for finding the underlying causes of disease to ensure effective healing. Special
interests: chronic illness and complex conditions, tick-borne disease, mould-related illnesses.
Emma McLaughlin is an integrative naturopath committed to providing clients with practical
healing programs for long-term wellbeing, utilising nutrition, herbal/nutritional supplements
and lifestyle recommendations. Special interests: hormonal disorders, PCOS, endometriosis,
thyroid disorders, adrenal fatigue, postnatal depletion and weight management.
Kristin Zanotti combines naturopathy, herbal medicine and flower-essence therapy to deliver
an holistic approach to improve health. She also offers relaxation, deep tissue and pregnancy
massage. Special interests: preconception, pregnancy, hormonal, emotional and digestive care.
Reine DuBois Adv Dip.ND, Adv Dip.Hom, Emma McLaughlin, B.Nat, Kristin Zanotti B.Nat
The Health Lodge – Byron Integrated Medicine
78 Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
02 6685 6445, info@thehealthlodge.com.au
The Health Lodge.
www.thehealthlodge.com.au
BYRON
INTEGRATED
MEDICINE
TheHealthLodgeByronBay
+
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Pura Vida Wellness Centre, Brunswick Heads
• An oasis of natural healing in the heart of
Brunswick Heads.
• Multi-modality holistic clinic and herbal dispensary
with a large range of qualified and experienced
practitioners offering physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual support to your wellness journey.

Brunswick Heads

• Weekly meditation groups, events, talks, classes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art and Colour Therapy
Astrology
Ayurveda
Bowen Therapy
Chiropractic
Colon Hydrotherapy
Counselling
Craniosacral Therapy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Medicine
Far Infrared Sauna
Herbal Dispensary
Hypnotherapy
Kahuna Massage
Maya Abdominal Therapy
Meditation
Naturopathy

Pura Vida Holistic Wellness Centre
14a Park Street, Brunswick Heads
02 6685 0498
puravidabruns@gmail.com
www.puravidawellness.com.au
puravidawellnesscentre
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•
•

Kinesiology
Psychology
Reiki
Remedial Massage
Spiritual Healing
Tarot Readings
Therapeutic Coaching
Yoga
PURA VIDA

Holistic Wellness Centre

Retreats,
Workshops
& Education
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Byron Bay Detox Retreats
‘I feel amazing, I effortlessly gave up smoking,
on day one, no side effects. I really don’t
understand how. I lost two kilograms in a week;
I feel amazing. The inflammation in my body is
so much less, which means the aches and pains
are so much less.’ – Kath Griffin

Byron Bay

Byron Bay Detox Retreats offer one of the most holistic and comprehensive naturopathic
detox programs available today. Experience a life-changing transformation on one of their
exclusive group retreats, rejuvenate during a personalised one-on-one retreat, or drop in for
specialised treatments. Byron Bay Detox Retreats’ holistic philosophy includes the physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual benefits of detoxification. Your body will be purified and
healed on a cellular level, and by the end of your retreat you will glow from the inside out!
The fully immersive retreat removes toxins from your system and empowers you with
restored vitality and health. With more than 20 years’ experience in detox and now in their
eighth year of running retreats in Byron, and through their extensive expertise, Byron Bay
Detox Retreats know how to facilitate your journey to good health.
Head Facilitator Natalie Purcell B.Nat, I-ACT
Tallow Beach, Byron Bay
0458 633 869
info@byronbaydetoxretreats.com.au
www.byronbaydetoxretreats.com.au
byronbaydetoxretreats
byronbaydetox
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Delamay Devi, Yoga Teacher, Trainer & Mentor
Delamay has been on the teaching path
for 20+ years and is a senior Prana Vinyasa
yoga teacher trainer, mentor and creatrix of
Devi Designs. A creative powerhouse, she is
known internationally for her retreats and
trainings that are fuelled with inspiration
and infectious enthusiasm.

Byron Bay
Ubud, Bali

Born and raised in Australia’s yoga mecca, Byron Bay, Delamay began her teaching journey
twenty years ago as a dance teacher and since 2006 she has been actively teaching
yoga and sharing embodied practices around the globe. Delamay has been featured on
the cover of Yoga Life magazine and contributes to many online platforms and printed
publications such as Elephant Journal, Yogi Times, Australian Yoga Life, Yoga Journal, Zenward
and more!
Delamay offers a 200/300/500-hour Prana Vinyasa affiliate Yoga TT program in Australia
and Bali and is honoured to assist her friend and mentor Shiva Rea (the fire keeper of
Prana Vinyasa Yoga) internationally for the past decade. She is passionate about sharing
movement as medicine and yoga philosophy in sync with the natural cycles of existence.
Delamay Devi
Byron Bay & Bali Yoga Teacher Trainings and Retreats
0422 842 603
hello@delamaydevi.com
www.delamaydevi.com
delamaydeviyoga
delamaydevi
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Patty Perlman, Yoga Teacher, Mana Yoga Retreats
‘I recently attended Mana Yoga Retreats in Byron
Bay. The itinerary was a perfect balance of laidback
yoga classes and beach time to relax. The staff were
easygoing, yet organised, and the food was fantastic.
I found that the yoga and guided meditations brought
clarity in areas where I was needing a new perspective.’
– Lorna Jane Clarkson

Byron Bay, Brisbane

Mana Yoga Retreats is a place to reconnect and find your fire within. Created from a passion
to bring yoga and people together, Mana Yoga Retreats joins together a yoga community
of like-minded people in a fun and inspiring atmosphere.
These retreats are a melting pot of people, from CEOs to busy mums to ER doctors. You’ll
enjoy beachfront accommodation, gourmet food, crisp white bedding, yoga, meditation,
sound healing, hiking, massages, guided relaxation and more.

Mana Yoga Retreats
Belongil Beach, Byron Bay
0400 313 693
patty@manayogaretreats.com
www.manayogaretreats.com/byronbay
ManaYogaRetreats
mana_yoga_retreats
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Retreats Byron Bay
Choose the dates that suit you and then select your
experience for an overnight or three-day stay, which
we will further refine to potentise your intention –
all killer no filler.
Expect to leave revived, relaxed and renewed,
recommitted to Self and all your potentials.

Byron hinterland

Tune into your Spirit.
Turn on your body to health and healing.
Drop out and give your mind a rest and reboot.
Start with a private session to allow the healing and transformation to begin,
re-aligning your energy and grounding you into the experience of your stay.
• Be nourished with living live raw plant-based and vegetarian cuisine that tastes as good
as it looks, prepared fresh for you daily.
• Learn to switch off your mind and experience going within with meditation.
Simple techniques to de-stress, relax, finding peace and balance.
Retreats Byron Bay
Byron hinterland
0412 400 085
stay@retreatsbyronbay.com
www.retreatsbyronbay.com
retreatsbyronbay
retreatsbyronbay
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Shematrix
• Transformational work.
• Explorations in consciousness.
• Rites of initiation for women and men.
Australia,
New Zealand,
USA
In 1996 Shematrix created The Gift, a powerful and transformative three-day journey for women.
After a year of guiding this extraordinary journey, The Grail was born to allow men to experience
the gateway into the divine feminine and the life-changing power of rites of initiation.
As a growing collective of women and men, the purpose of these and other Shematrix
offerings is to ignite global awareness of the mysterious interconnectedness of all life, and
to cherish each individual as a gateway to infinite possibility.
Today events are held worldwide with communities based in Australia, New Zealand and
the USA with members extending into Europe and Canada.
To discover our latest offerings and find an event nearest to you visit the website.
PO Box 688, Byron Bay NSW 2481, Australia
3839 Aqua Lane, Round Rock, TX 78681, USA
admin@shematix.com
www.shematrix.com
ShematrixJourneyofInitiation
shematrixsocial
shematrixsocial
Shematrix
Shematrix
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Chocolate Yoga, Byron Bay
Chocolate Yoga is the merging of two of your
greatest pleasures, chocolate and yoga. It offers
a divine fusion of Cacao Ceremony with Kundalini
Yoga, to shift your yoga practice into a whole
new dimension.
‘I loved every second of it… Absolutely blissful, divine,
intense, enriching experience!’ – Sunne Johannsen

Byron Bay
Northern Rivers

Sjha’ra Taylor, creator of Chocolate Yoga, is a dynamic and creative international Kundalini
yoga teacher, workshop facilitator, speaker and writer. Gifted in the art of ritual, ceremony,
and the healing arts, Sjha’ra holds a clear, deep and present space for groups and
individuals. Her work is a fusion of the ancient traditions of yoga and shamanic wisdom.
Sjha’ra has spent years working with and sourcing the highest quality cacao, and uses it
to add mystery and sacred wisdom to her rituals, workshops and yoga classes. She has led
Chocolate Yoga sessions at festivals and a wide variety of gatherings for eight years.
She offers classes, workshops, private groups, retreats and transformative personal healing
sessions tailored to your own unique requirements.
Sjha’ra Taylor

creator of Chocolate Yoga
Certified Kundalini / Sivananda / prenatal / kids’ yoga / tantric heart practitioner

0432 084 090
sjhara@chocolate.yoga
www.sjharataylor.com
ilovechocolateyoga

chocolate.yoga
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Ayurveda College Pty Ltd, Byron Bay, Kyogle
• Offering face-to-face government-recognised
training in Ayurveda in Byron Bay.
• Diploma of Ayurvedic Lifestyle Consultation
HLT52615 CRICOS code 089378G
– 78 weeks (200 hours clinic work).

Byron Bay, Kyogle

• Advanced Diploma of Ayurveda HLT62615 CRICOS
code 089379G – 132 weeks (400 hours clinic work).
Ayurveda College is an registered training organisation (RTO), providing governmentrecognised training in classical Ayurveda. Practical training commences from the very
first week and continues throughout the training to ensure competence. Small classes
and course fee plans of $155 a week. All training is provided face-to-face, not online or by
correspondence, to ensure graduates develop deeper knowledge and professional skills.
Training includes: consultations, health assessments with 21 diagnostics, learning all three
specialities of Ayurveda: Rasayana, Vajikarana and Chikitsa, (rejuvenation/sexual health/
therapies for the mind and body), cooking food to suit conditions, Kshayams, Thailams,
Ghritams, Kozhombu, Guggulu and other preparations and variety of classical therapies,
therapeutics, Yoga Kriyas – Sat Karma, and introduction to meditation and healthy lifestyle.
All medicine and product making classes are at the head office, Ayurveda House in Kyogle
which has an in-house pharmacy, training, clinics and a live-in rejuvenation centre. Excursions on
growing and processing herbs are on their own over 100 acres of spring-fed Ayurvedic gardens.
Ayurveda College Pty Ltd RTO 31161 CRICOS Provider 02613K
02 6680 8788, 0408 485 778, info@ayurvedahouse.com.au
www.ayurvedahouse.com.au
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Byron Thai Massage School
‘Valentina offers one of the most thoroughly considered
and well-expressed courses on Thai Yoga Massage.
Her passion translates immediately through her
commitment to impart her experience and knowledge.’
– Cat

Byron Bay

‘A very detailed and well-rounded course with Yoga
and movement classes to supplement training/practice.’
– Judith
Byron Thai Massage School was founded by Valentina, who has been teaching Thai
Massage for fifteen years. Her knowledge of Thai Yoga Massage, her understanding of the
body mechanics required to perform it correctly, her passion and experience are above and
beyond any course in Thailand.
Valentina’s patience and openness create an engaging and encouraging learning
environment. Her teaching style caters to all learning needs with demonstrations, plenty
of hands-on practice, and provision of a detailed manual and videos. Groups are kept to a
maximum of eight students, ensuring personal attention and feedback.
Courses run two or three times per year in a beautiful, purpose-built studio. Course options
include a basic five-day course and an accredited three-week Intensive Practitioner Training.
Valentina Gombi
Byron Thai Massage School
76 Sunrise Boulevard, Byron Bay
0419 667 319 info@byronthaimassage.com
www.byronthaimassage.com
byronthaimassageschool
byronthaimassageschool
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Rainbow Kids Yoga Teacher Training
‘Rainbow Kids Yoga Training was life
changing. The training gave me the
knowledge and the drive to make my dream
of teaching yoga to children possible. I now
have the resources and the support I need
to make these dreams become a reality.’
– Aleia Pengilley

Byron Bay,
Mullumbimby,
Brunswick Heads,
Northern Rivers region

A fun and constantly evolving family-managed business lovingly born in 2007 by founders
Angel and Gopala Yaffa with the intention of giving you the tools to teach engaging, fun
and creative yoga classes for kids and communities.
Rainbow Yoga offers a variety of specialised yoga teacher-training courses all over the
world. Giving you a well-rounded, in-depth learning experience through a combination of
play, practical theory and lots of fun! The Rainbow Kids Yoga Teacher Training courses are
comprehensive, in-depth and practical certification courses.
Their recommended yoga teaching pathway starts with Live 3-Day Kids Yoga Teacher
Training or our Online Kids Yoga Teacher Training. Become certified with Rainbow Yoga
today and change the world one child at a time.
Rainbow Yoga
Office: Unit 6/73 Stuart Street, Mullumbimby
02 6684 3133, info@rainbowyogatraining.com
www.rainbowyogatraining.com
rainbow.kids.yoga
rainbowkidsyoga
rainbowkidsyoga
Rainbow Yoga Training
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Rainbow Kids Yoga Teacher Training
‘This training was an awakening for my teaching soul.
I had no idea how to make kids yoga so engaging.
After taking this course, I feel confident that I can lead
a yoga class that kids will love and appreciate. The
training allows you to integrate the skills into your
body, mind and spirit in the most fun way imaginable.’
– Bobbi-Lynn
Live 3-Day Kids Yoga Teacher Training:
• Over 350 yoga poses for kids
• An abundance of creative yoga games
• Breathing and meditation exercises suitable for kids
• Guided imagery and other relaxation techniques
• Acrobatics, partner and community interactive yoga for kids and teens and many other
ways to make yoga enticing
Online Kids Yoga Teacher Training:
• 30 hours of instructional videos
• The world’s largest video directory of kids’ yoga poses
• Lectures, classes and short assignments
• Helpful and fun resources to inspire your teachings
• Access to the Rainbow Yoga global online
community
• Online support to help you get the best out of
the training
BYRON HEALING 2018
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Alchemy In The Raw
Based on age-old traditions taking inspiration
from the Earth and the raw beauty of its natural
elements and further crafting these with infusions
of homeopathy, Australian bush flower essences and
tissue salts. Alchemy In The Raw creates a multilayered and totally unique range of face, body and
everyday oils to nourish and to evoke a feeling of
daily balance and sustainable wellbeing.

Byron Bay,
Mullumbimby,
Pottsville, Burringbar
and online

With a core belief being that self-awareness and nurturing supports us to maintain balance
in our everyday lives on an holistic level, Alchemy In The Raw encourage the process of
slowing down and taking a moment for yourself – to nourish your mind, body and spirit.
Alchemy In The Raw’s creations are 100 per cent vegan, cruelty-free, and truly all-natural.
Ingredient purchasing and packaging is environmentally and ethically based, recyclable,
reusable and minimalistic.
Each ingredient is selected on its merits and then carefully crafted, filled and packaged in
small-batch apothecary tradition in the boutique workshop, nestled in the hinterland north
of Byron Bay in the quiet village of Burringbar.
Alchemy In The Raw

Therapeutic small-batch apothecary, Pulse Point collection,
face and eye serums, body and bath oils

Burringbar
connect@intheraw.com.au
www.intheraw.com.au
AlchemyInTheRaw
alchemyintheraw
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Bare Blends, Byron Bay
• Producing the best smoothies in Byron Bay, made
with local and organic superfoods.
• Carefully crafted superfood blends and organic
protein powders, their products will enhance your
wellness, immunity and energy levels.
• Spend $50+ worth of blends and receive a free
regular smoothie (valued at $10!)!

Byron Bay Arts
& Industry Estate,
online store

Situated in the bustling Byron Bay Arts & Industry Estate, the Bare Blends Smoothie Bar is a
must-visit attraction, serving the most delicious and nutritious smoothies in town.
Bare Blends only use the highest-quality organic and local ingredients. The Mango, Matcha
& Macadamia Butter is a must-try! Each smoothie features one of their high-quality
nutritional powders, from their world-famous Vanilla Bean WPI to their Australian Certified
Organic Bare Greens and Bare Berries powders.
Walk away with their blends or buy them online to recreate their smoothies! Bare Blends
have everything to support a healthy lifestyle, from high-quality proteins, freeze-dried
berries, greens and juice powders, to nutrient-dense straight superfoods.

Bare Blends, Lot 44 Bayshore Drive, Byron Bay
02 6680 9965
contact@bareblends.com.au
www.bareblends.com.au
bareblends
bareblends
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Soma Hemp Foods
• A focus on sourcing and distributing primary food
ingredients for use in latest health-food trends.
• Soma Hemp Foods contributes to the local
community through charity events and
business support.
• We hope to employ lots of young people in the
near future to help accomplish their hemp dreams.

Select stores around
the Northern Rivers

Soma Hemp Foods is still in its start-up phase. They are hard at work investigating the latest
trends in technology, distribution and finance to bring the overall cost of hemp foods
down and reduce the burden on our healthcare system that poor diet and lifestyle has
greatly impacted upon. Sounds pretty big? To the moon and back, baby!
Soma Hemp Food products are currently only available in a select few stores on the
Northern Rivers but they are currently exploring the best way to expand internationally as
well in to other states and territories.

Soma Hemp Foods
0421 717 512
nic@somahempfoods.com
www.somahempfoods.com
somahemp
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SuperFeast Tonic Herbs & Medicinal Mushrooms
Since 2011 SuperFeast has been Australia’s premier
provider of wild-crafted tonic herbs and medicinal
mushrooms. Tonic herbs have been used for
thousands of years to bring health and vitality to the
entire body, to prevent ageing, support longevity
and to create inner and outer radiance. Created by
passionate herb nerds – they only sell what they take!

Byron Bay

Mason Taylor is a health educator and host of The Mason Taylor Show podcast. He is a
passionate tonic herbalist and founder of SuperFeast, Australia’s leading tonic herb company.
Mason is a dedicated teacher of how to embrace, and benefit from, the healing forces of
nature. A long and happy life is the intention. Mason also brings a refreshing and cheeky
sense of humour to his talks, podcast, and life, because longevity relies on a good belly laugh.
Tahnee McCrossin is a student of the body, weaving yoga and Taoism with somatic
exploration and modern scientific understanding into an integrated system that supports
longevity and self-healing of the body-mind-spirit. Through her work as a yoga and
meditation teacher, Chi Ne Tsang practitioner and health researcher, she is striving to reunite
the modern body-mind with the spiritual and psychological wisdom of the ancients.
SuperFeast, 4/20 Brigantine Street, Byron Bay
1300 769 500
team@superfeast.com.au
www.superfeast.com.au
SuperFeast
superfeast
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Craniosacral therapy – 15, 22, 43, 74, 76
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Would you like your own copy of Byron Healing?
If you would like a free hard copy of Byron Healing sent to you,
or you would like to be on the mailing list for next year’s edition,
request one by emailing byronhealing@echo.net.au with your name and address.

Read Byron Healing online: byronhealing.com.au
Available free as an e-reader or PDF download.

Follow us online:
byronhealing
byronhealing
Byron Healing 2019 is coming next year!
Advertising enquiries are welcome.
Please contact Echo Publications by emailing byronhealing@echo.net.au.

This publication is proudly produced by Echo Publications

www.echo.net.au
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